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A correlation polarimeter for the National Aeronautics
and Space Administration/Jet Propulsion Laboratory (NASA/
JPL) Deep Space Network Mars Station (64 m parabolic antenna)
at Goldstone, California has been developed. For polariza-
tion tracking a waveguide half-wave plate is used to allow
synthesis of a rotating cross polarized feed system. The
coherent polarimeter existing at the tracking station since
1968 uses a phase locked loop (PLL) to coherently detect an
error signal, which then drives the feed system. Because the
PLL has the normal "loss of lock" problem at low signal-to-
noise-ratios, making polarization tracking impossible, a corre-
lation polarimeter which overcomes this limitation has been
developed. The active correlation of the signal components
in the reference and error channels accomplishes a detection
of the error signal. The theory of the correlation polarimeter
and its performance are presented. The installation at the
NASA/JPL Deep Space Network Mars Station (DSS 14) is des-
cribed. In addition a Faraday rotation measurement in the
solar corona using the German-American spacecraft Helios 1
was done between April 18 and May 1, 1975, Data were taken
to a sun-earth-probe angle of about 0.6 degrees. At smaller
angles a possible fast varying random linear polarization
or depolarization of the signal was observed. The data
obtained will aid in a better understanding of the
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In many applications it is of interest to measure the
plane of polarization of a received signal. This is par-
ticularly useful for the exploration of space. For example,
astrophysicists are interested in the polarization and its
rate of change for radio sources emitting polarized signals.
Another application is the measurement of Faraday rotation
in the earth ' s ionosphere and in the solar corona. The latter
is the main area of application of the correlation polarimeter
described in this dissertation.
Faraday rotation in the solar corona is caused by the
solar magnetic field in conjunction with the plasma surrounding
the sun. For the Faraday rotation measurement a linearly
polarized signal with known orientation of the plane of
polarization must be used. The transmission path passing
through the solar corona will result in a rotation of the
polarization plane of the transmitted signal. The amount of
rotation depends on the electron density and magnetic field
along the ray path [1]
.
By knowing or measuring the solar magnetic field (e.g.,
magnetometer data) one is able to calculate the electron
density of the solar corona.
Transient effects in the corona Faraday rotation measure-
ments have been observed but attempts to correlate these
with solar activities have not yet been conclusive [1,2,3,4,6],
16

As shown by Stelzried and others [1,3] the minor axis of the
polarization ellipse is buried in the noise due to the low
signal-to-noise-ratio (SNR) in Faraday rotation measurements
in the near region of the solar corona.
The first Faraday rotation measurements of the solar
corona were made in November 1968 using the 64 m paraboloid
of the NASA/JPL Deep Space Network Mars Station (DSS-14)
at Goldstone, California in conjunction with the Pioneer VI
spacecraft, which transmitted a linearly polarized 2292 Mhz
continuous wave (CW) signal through this magnetized plasma
[1,2].
The equipment used for this and later polarization
measurements was the coherent polarimeter [1,5] which allowed
measurements to a ray path offset from the sun as close as
4 solar radii. The coherent polarimeter employs a phase-
locked-loop (PLL) which provides a reference signal for
polarization angle error detection. The PLL could not keep
lock at the high noise temperature and low SNR at about 4
solar radii ray path offset from the sun. The high noise
temperature was caused by the antenna side-lobes "seeing"
the sun. Another contribution was the effect of spectral
broadening of the CW signal in the denser regions of the
solar corona [6]
.
To overcome these limitations of the present coherent
polarimeter the correlation polarimeter described in this
dissertation was developed and incorporated into the NASA/JPL
17

Deep Space Network Mars Station receiver system at Goldstone
,
California. See Figure 1.
The correlation polarimeter does not employ a phase-
locked-loop and therefore does not suffer the loss of lock
problem of the coherent polarimeter scheme. Tests under
high noise conditions at the NASA/JPL Deep Space Network Mars
Station indicated that the correlation polarimeter is able
to track at better than 10 dB smaller SNR than the coherent
polarimeter.
It is anticipated that the correlation polarimeter will
replace the coherent polarimeter for Faraday rotation measure-
ments in low SNR applications.
The basic operation of the correlation polarimeter is
described in Chapter III. In Chapter IV the system analysis
is given as well as a theoretical performance comparison to
the coherent polarimeter. The actual system as installed at
the NASA/JPL Mars Station and test results are given in
Chapter V. The Faraday rotation measurements of the solar
corona are discussed in Chapter VI. In Chapter VII the
conclusions resulting from tests as well as from the Faraday
rotation measurements are given. Suggestions for future work
are contained in Chapter VIII.
The operational correlation polarimeter as described
extends the present polarization tracking capability of the




























The Faraday rotation measurements of the solar corona
during the first occultation of the Helios 1 spacecraft
yielded results to much smaller ray path offsets from the
sun than previously obtainable. In addition a possible
fast varying random linear polarization or possible
depolarization of the received signal at a sun earth probe
angle of 0.6 degrees was observed. This effect had been
suspected during previous Faraday rotation measurements but
could not be confirmed then.
The development of the correlation polarimeter and the
extended range of Faraday rotation measurements of the solar
corona is a contribution towards a better understanding of
the characteristics of the solar corona.
20

II. THE COHERENT POLARIMETER
The coherent polarimeter in use since 1968 at the
NASA/JPL Mars Station has been described by Ohlson et. al.
[5] and Stelzried [1] . The major points will be repeated
here, incorporating the latest modifications in the polarizer
operation.
A. THE POLARIZER
The key feature of the polarization tracking scheme for
both the coherent and correlation polarimeter is the rotatable
feed system in the Cassegrain antenna S-band feed cone.
This rotatable feed system is realized by the use of
two interlocked quarter wave plates in line with the feed
cone, forming a "half-wave plate" for linear polarization
tracking. A simplified block diagram of the SPD (S-Band
Polarization Diverse) cone is shown in Figure 2 [7] . Here
the two quarter wave plates are identified as polarizers.
The half-wave plate rotates the plane of polarization of
an incoming linearly polarized electromagnetic wave. The
half-wave plate has the ability to rotate the plane of
polarization by providing two characteristic propagation
modes which have different phase velocities. The phase
difference between the two modes at the output is 180°
versus 0° at the input. This phase change brings about a
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the plates' axes of symmetry. By rotating the plate A radians,
the plane of polarization rotates by 2 A radians.
The rotatable half-wave plate used in a closed loop
polarization tracking system aligns the incoming linearly
polarized signal with the reference channel orthomode
receiver. Misalignment causes a signal component to be
received in the error channel of the orthomode receiver.
See Figure 3 for geometric relations, where
S = Plane of incoming polarization
S = Plane of output polarization
A = Amplitude of incoming signal
6_._ = Angle between polarizer and reference
r Li , ichannel
3 = Angle between S_N and reference channel
A = Angle between plat Y axis and incoming
as well as output plane of polarization.
The half-wave plate polarizer is used for the coherent
polarimeter as well as for the correlation polarimeter
scheme. Figure 4 shows the polarizer in the SPD feed cone.
B. THE COHERENT POLARIMETER OPERATION
The present optimum system for moderately high SNR is
the coherent polarimeter, which is similar to amplitude
comparison monopulse angle tracking [8] . The key feature
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The presently used coherent polarimeter employs a PLL.
A simplified block diagram of the coherent polarimeter is
shown in Figure 5 [9],
The operation of the coherent polarimeter is easily
understook [1,5], The reference and error channel signals
are the projections of the received electric field vector
upon the reference and error axes, respectively. For the
case of perfect alignment of the reference axis with the
plane of polarization of the received signal, the reference
channel will have all the power and the PLL [10] is locked
to the signal. The error channel has no signal power, so
the servo motor is driven by the system noise only. When
the reference channel is slightly misaligned the error channel
receives a signal component and by means of the coherent
detector an error signal proportional to the angle error is
generated which will drive the rotatable feed system back,
so that the reference axis is again aligned with the signal
axis.
Since the incorporated PLL is not able to stay in lock
for low SNR, resulting from a weak signal, a high noise
environment or doppler spreading of the signal, the perfor-
mance of the system will deteriorate as the SNR in the PLL
approaches unity [10]
.
The correlation polarimeter scheme proposed by Ohlson
[11] and tested by Zimmermann [9] eliminates the "loss of


























III. BASIC OPERATION OF THE CORRELATION POLARIMETER
It has been shown by Ohlson [11] that the basic correla-
tion polarimeter is optimal when the signal can be modeled
as a Gaussian random process. A simplified model of the
correlation polarimeter is shown in Figure 6, where H (f)
and H (f) represent all filtering in the reference and error
channels respectively. Figure 7 shows the system with
additional circuits such as automatic gain control (AGC)
,
and a second multiplier with wide band inputs [9].
Reference and error channel signals are developed by
the use of the previously mentioned rotatable feed system.
The correlation polarimeter is based on the idea that for
low SNR when the PLL can not give a good estimate of the
signal phase for coherent detection, a correlation of the
signal component in the reference channel r(t) with the
signal component in the error channel e(t) will also accom-
plish a detection of the error channel signal. The signals
r(t) and e(t) must have the same phase, since they are just
different projections of the signal vector [9,11],
Again as for the coherent polarimeter the error signal
is used to align the polarizer in such a fashion that all
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The correlator output v(t) is derived in the following
section. The basis is the correlation polarirneter model in
Figure 7. The reference and error channel in the inner and
outer loop are considered perfectly phased up by the use of
the indicated phase shifter and application of a test signal
to the inputs.
The use of identical filtering in the reference and error
channels in the inner and outer loop guarantees that phase
shifts due to frequency variation are equal in the channels,
leaving the system phased up.
The received signal s (t) as seen with the antenna's
aperture is linearly polarized at an angle 6 with respect
to the reference x-y coordinate system of the polarizer. The
y axis is assumed to be parallel to the reference channel of
the orthomode receiver. The linearly polarized wide band
noise is polarized at an angle 0+<J) with respect to the y
axis of the same x-y coordinate system. See Figure 8. In
addition there is a large portion of unpolarized noise
received in the reference and error channels. The analysis
is done with the hard limiters in the reference channels,
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We can define the reference and error channel signals
as the projections of the received signal and polarized
noise upon the coordinate axes as
r(t) = s(t) cos 6 + n (t) + n (t) cos(6+<|>) (1)
e(t) = s(t) sin 9 + n (t) + n (t) sin(8+<|>) (2)e p
where
r(t) is the received signal plus noise in the
reference channel
e(t) is the received signal plus noise in the
error channel
.
The autocorrelation function of s(t) is
R
s
(t) = E[s(t+T) s(t)] (3)
where E[*] denotes statistical expectation. The corresponding
power spectral density is
S (f) = / R (t) exp(-2J7Tfi) dx ; (4)S
oo
s
The other autocorrelation functions and power spectral
densities are defined similarly.
The noises n (t)
, n (t) , and n (t) are assumed to bere p
independent, white, zero mean Gaussian random processes
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(f) = -£ (7)
P
where k = Boltzmann's constant
T = System noise temperature in reference channel
T = System noise temperature in error channel
and N . N and N are in units of W/Hz
.re p
The corresponding autocorrelation functions are











(x) = N 6(t). (10)
For ease of calculations all voltages are assumed to be on
1 ohm impedances so that the units in (4) , (5) , (6) , and
(7) are Watts/Hz and the average signal power is given by
P
s





Considering the inner loop first we want to find the
statistics of the correlator output v. (t) given and <j>.
The mean of v. (t) and the spectrum of v. (t) given 9 and 4>
are sufficient for determination of the system rms error
1








e. (t) = / e(T) h (t-x) dx (13)
i ^ e
where h (t) and h (t) are the impulse responses of the
filtering done in the reference and error channel respec-
tively. H (f) and H (f) are the corresponding Fourier
transforms.








The output of the filters can be written in the following
form










e, (t) = s, (t) sin 6 + n (t) sin(6 + cj>) + n (t) (16)11 Pt e.'1 c l
where s, (t) , n (t) , n (t) , and n (t) are the filtered
1 PX r 1 e x
versions of s(t), n (t)
,
n (t) , and n (t) respectively.pr^ e
Due to linear filtering the means of the processes will







(t) sgn r^t) (17)
and substituting (15) and (16) we obtain
v. (t) = (s
n




• sgn [s, (t) cos9 + n (t)cos(6 + ;) + n
]
l P-i r n
and calculating the expectation of v. (t) , conditioned on
6 and
<J>,
the system S-curve for the inner loop can be
obtained.





(t) }/6,<j>] . (19)
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Under the assumption of s(t) being Gaussian and zero mean,
[9,11] we also know that r,(t) and e, (t) are Gaussian with
zero mean. Now the corresponding variances have to be
determined to be able to specify the probability density








= E[( Sl (t)cose+nn (t)cos(9+«J>) + n^ (t)) 2 ] (21)pl rl
Since s, (t) , n (t) , n (t) are uncorrelated and zero mean,
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where
2








a = average power in filtered version of n (t)
.
In addition we define the one-sided filter noise bandwidths
of H
r










where f is the center frequency of the filter. Since
H (f) and H (f) are identical (23) applies for the reference
as well as the error channel filters.
Calling B the equivalent noise bandwidth for the
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As a result we have the normal density parameters
r, (t) Z N(0,ar )x r
l
e, (t) - N(0,a )
± e
l
To find the joint normal probability density of r-. (t) and
e, (t) , we in addition need to determine the correlation















E[r (t)e (t)] = E[(s (t)cose + n (t) cos (6+4.) +n (t) )
± ± l px r1
(s n (t)sine + n (t)sin(6+cb) + n (t) ) ] .1 Pi e1
(30)
Due to independence of the processes s1 (t) n (t) , n (t)
and n (t) and due to the zero mean property of the above
el
processes the expression reduces to
o 2
E[r, (t)e, (t) ] = E[s, (t)cos6sinG + n (t) cos (6+d>) sin (6+4) ]111 p,
2 2




Using (22) , (27) and (31) we obtain
2 2
a cos9sin6 + a cos (0+<J>) sin (9 + <}))
1 Pt




sin(0+*) + a 2 ) }
1//2
s, n n s, n Y n
1 PX rx 1 Pl el
(32)
2 2Knowing a , a and p allows us to calculate
r
l el

































Using (34) , (3 3) becomes
00 00
e[v. <t)/e,<j>] = / / —x sgn y > i />>x
_oo _oo 27T P a a (1-p ) x/H
x y ¥
2 2
. exp{ liy- (^ - |P*X + -1^-) } dxdy . (35)




This can be solved by standard quadratic expansion
techniques







(l-p z ) ±/z 2(l-p) z a
y
2 2 2 2 2
(36)












-1 pyax 2/x exp{ i T (x - —^) } dxdy (37)
2 (1-p 2 ) a/ ay
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The second integral (over x) is easily solved, bringing
it into the form of the expectation of a Gaussian random
variable and we obtain after some calculations
* (sgn)ya p 2




which can be written as
o p 2 0° 2 r~-~
Etv^tJ/e,^ = —£
^ / y exp{-^T } dy = "1/1 a p . (39)
From (29) and (34)
p = SfeZl (40,
x y
and thus
e[v, (t)/e,d>] - A^ L~zL • < 41 >1 V IT CTy
Substituting the expressions for E[xy] and a from (31)





























which is the system S-curve for given and
<f> in the inner
loop. Exactly the same kind of calculations yield an expression
of equal form for the outer loop correlator output expected
value conditioned on 6 and
<f> . The only difference to be
realized is the different filtering in the outer loop,
especially the wider bandwidth in the outer loop.






a cos0sin0 + a cos(0+<f>)sin(0+<i))
2 p,
S





,«,) = E[v (t)/6,*] WIT
—tt /2 T— -T7? M3>o 6 '
We again realize h (t) , the impulse response of all filtering
o
in the reference channel of the outer loop to be equal to
h (t) , the impulse response of all filtering in the error
e
o
channel of the outer loop.
Also
2
a = average signal power in filtered version of
S
2
s(t) in outer loop
p ...




a = average noise power of unpolarized noise in
n
r















B = equivalent noise bandwidth of filtering in each,
reference and error channel, of the outer loop
(defined similar to (23)).
B. THE EFFECT OF LINEARLY POLARIZED NOISE
ON THE DC TRACKING ERROR
1. Polarized Noise Received from the Sun
It is known that the quiet sun emits very little
linearly polarized noise at S-band. Only during decimeter
bursts is there the possibility of emission of linearly
polarized noise at S-band. The duration of these bursts
usually is less than ten minutes with some extending to
several hours [12,13,14,15], But generally these burst have
circular polarization and quite often the emissions are
unpolarized. Therefore we can assume that the received
polarized noise component is in general much smaller (much
less than 10%) of the total unpolarized noise.
Most noise in the system in the measurement of Faraday
rotation in the solar corona is caused by sidelobes of the








Figure 10 ANTENNA QUADRIPOD STRUCTURE
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supporting the subreflector of the antenna, the sidelobes
are not circularly distributed around the main lobe of the
antenna. There are distinct sidelobes in angular orientation.
If one of these sidelobes passes during the tracking period
over burst regions on the sun emitting S-band linearly-
polarized noise, a polarization tracking bias will result.
To eliminate this possible bias the correlation polarimeter
was constructed with the outer loop, which is dominated by
noise and will generate a dc signal compensating the bias
signal in the inner loop output due to polarized noise.
2. Effects of Linearly Polarized Noise-Utilization
of the Outer Loop
As long as we are tracking relatively far from the
sun we can expect to receive hardly any linearly polarized
noise and the signal-to-noise ratio will be high (> dB)
.
Under these considerations the effects of the linearly
polarized noise regarding a polarization tracking bias in
the inner loop will be negligible and the outer loop will
not be needed.
In the high signal-to-noise ratio case with hardly










and the system S-curve, conditioned on (42) , becomes
'!«•'
-V?




2 2 ? 1/2 ^ 46 ^
(oc cos^e + a V 7
1 r
l
and for very high signal-to-noise ratios it is possible to
write
; i (e) *Y? \ sine • (47)
The latter case would only occur while tracking a spacecraft
very far from the sun resulting in a measurement of only
ionospheric Faraday rotation. These measurements are
performed continuously with less involved schemes using
geostationary satellites [1] . Under the circumstances of
low signal-to-noise ratios, or at least the signal power









(46) would hold and there is no need for the outer loop to
be used.
Now consider the linearly polarized noise being
strong enough to make a contribution to the output of the








To cancel this bias we employ the outer loop which has a
much wider bandwidth than the inner loop. The output of the
outer loop will be dominated by the linearly polarized noise
and its dc output will be subtracted with a proper gain
factor to cancel out the bias of the output of the inner
loop (49) . .
The general output of the outer loop is given by (43)
Due to the increased bandwidth of the filtering in the outer
loop we have an even lower SNR in the outer loop than in the
inner loop. Under these conditions
2 x 2a > a
n — s~
Po 2
and the main contribution to the output of the outer loop is
2
a function of a and <f).






and the contribution due to the signal in the outer loop
output since
2 2 2
a > a > a
nr_ n — s~2 p 9 2
will be totally negligible. So we can write under these
circumstances (tracking well, SNR in outer loop << dB)





oW = U T^ 2 2 TT72- ' (51)
s n n
2 p r
We now subtract (51) with proper gain from (42) to obtain
the system S-curve without an additional polarization









To obtain (52) we have the condition from (49) and (51)
S- (6,<j>) = G S (9,<t>)
B
Sj (6,<J>)






which is the gain ratio of outer loop to inner loop output
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and assuming that the signal is well within the passband of
inner and outer loop filtering, under the assumption that









B (0 + N B T cos + N B) 'os, pi r I
B T (c A )
G = -
1 /n (55)
Under the assumption that the SNR is well below dB in
the inner loop and N << N we can approximate (55) by
B
I*lPr Bo gi (56)
o y r I \ o
We see that the gain ratio of the outer loop to the
inner loop has to be adjusted according to the equivalent
noise bandwidth used in the inner and outer loop respectively.
The outer loop BW is unchangeable but the inner loop BW's
are subject to selection by the operator and the outer loop
gain has to be adjusted accordingly.
The outer loop gain settings for the different bandwidth
settings in the inner loop are given in Appendix D.2.
C. THE AUTOMATIC GAIN CONTROL (AGC) LOOP AND ITS EFFECT
ON THE SYSTEM S-CURVE
To avoid saturation of the IF amplifier stages in the
reference and error channels and to be able to operate at
constant total power in the receiver an AGC loop has beer,
implemented.
Since we desire to receive all signal power in the
reference channel the AGC detector has been built to act
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on the reference channel total power only. The AGC loop
controls both reference and error channel gain. A model
of the AGC loop is shown in Figure 11, and its operation on
reference and error channel is shown in principle in Figure
12.
Due to the high voltage levels at the input to the
amplitude detector, realized by a simple diode followed by
a lowpass filter, we are operating in the linear mode of
the diode detector.
The output of the amplitude detector will be compared
to a bias voltage b and the difference of the two voltages
will be passed through the AGC amplifier/filter in the
standard receiver system. The output of the AGC amplifier/
filter is used to control the gain of the 50 MC mixer/
amplifier in the receiver reference and error channel.
Consider the AGC loop as in Figure 11. Here F(s) is
basically an imperfect integrator (AGC Amplifier/Filter)
[16], The input to the linear detector is Gaussian (signal
and noise are assumed Gaussian). Davenport and Root [17,
p. 269] show that for a zero mean Gaussian input process





















Figure 11 MODEL OF AGC LOOP
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r(t) = s(t) cos 6 + n
r
(t) e(t) =$(0 sin 5+ n ft)
IN EAR
DETECTOR






a = variance of input process (assumed zero
r
l mean Gaussian)
k = gain of linear detector.
The voltage controlled amplifier characteristic is well
approximated by [16,18]
g(u) = G e au (58)
where
u = control voltage
G,ot = parameters of amplifier.
Considering steady state (initial transients have died
own) we can assume that u stabilized at a steady statea
value u and we are able to write
o
-au
g(u ) = G e ° - G . (59)J o o
Therefore G is just a linear gain and we can express the
output of the linear detector using (57) as
k G a


















(neglecting any plarized noise) gives




o \ s n
E[w(t)] = 1— (62)



























which is the steady state gain of the gain controlled
amplifiers as shown in Figure 12 affecting the reference
and error channels.
From Section IV. A. we know that the output of the
correlator not considering the AGC loop is from (41)
E[v.(t)/6] =l]T ?J2pX ] (66)
' y
where E[x,y] and a are as defined in equations (31) and
(22) respectively. Neglecting the polarized noise we obtain
2
._, a cos0 sin9
E[v.(t)/e] -Vi
-^ T— T-U7 . (67)




Realizing again that the AGC voltage controls the error
channel gain in the same manner as in the reference channel
but being derived from the reference channel signal and noise





Where x. rr, and Yr. nn are equivalent to x and y as defined
in (34) respectively, but considering AGC mode operation.













y AGC Jc '
Now calculate E [xAGC YAGC 1 • Obviously x GC is given by
XAGC
= GQ (s(t)sin6 + ne (t))
bV2T (s(t)sine + n (t)
)




















Forming E [xAGC yAGC ] yields
2 2b 2tt a cose sine
E[xAGC yAGC ] = "~rT—2 2~TT 2.' (72)k (a cos 6 + a )
s n
r
Using (69) and (72) we obtain
. a sine cose
E[v
















= signal_to-noise ratio of the reference
channel at the input to the hard
limiter and AGC detector.
For comparison the result obtained without considering








During calibration of the system at = 4 5° the servo
gain is set up to yield +3 volt error voltage at infinite
SNR
REF* During the actual tracks the SNR will be decreasing
as the signal ray path approaches the sun, resulting in a
decrease in the system servo gain. This decrease is as
seen from (74) and (75) stronger for the case using the AGC
loop. In Figure 13 the SNR dependent gain factor for the
correlator output



































For low SNR (76) approaches
K + SNR.
It should be noted that the gain decrease of the
correlator output with decreasing SNR is equivalent to
increasing the time constant in the servo loop and thereby
increasing the integration time for the servo loop. This
increase of the integration time will partly offset the
increase of the rms angle tracking error which normally
would be caused by the decrease of the SNR. The AGC loop
is therefore not only advantageous in preventing saturation
of amplifier stages but also offsets part of the performance
degradation with decreasing SNR.
The effect of the AGC circuit on the outer loop is
exactly the same as for the inner loop, since the gain con-
trolled amplifier affects the signal before it is split into
the inner and outer loop reference and error channel components
Also the gain ratio between the inner and outer loop output
for cancelling the tracking offset due to polarized noise
is unaffected.
The above assumed that the control voltage to the 50
MHz IF mixer amplifiers can be considered constant in steady
state, allowing the gain of the mixer amplifier to be modeled
as a constant G . Ohlson [18] showed that this assumption
o
is valid when the inverse of the closed loop time constant
of the AGC loop 1/t is much smaller than the bandwidth of
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the fast varying component of the controlled wave
form.
In our case the bandwidth of the reference channel
signal plus noise is determined by the BPF ' s at 250 Hz center
frequency, with 3 dB bandwidths selectable in 5 steps from
5 to 125 Hz. The closed loop time constant is determined
by the AGC loop filter in the receiver, the 50 MHz mixer
amplifier gain control characteristic, the gain of the linear
detector and by the bias voltage [16,18],
The time constant of the AGC loop filter is adjustable
to three different values of 340, 34 and 4 seconds. In
conjunction with the correlation polarimeter the time con-
stant of 340 or 34 sec. will be used. In addition the gain
of the linear detector will be adjusted to be of the same
value or less than the gain of the coherent AGC detector
used in the receiver. Under these operating conditions the
AGC loop time constant will not be less then 1.93 sec. [16]
and the requirement for the assumption that we operate in
steady state and can linearize the gain of the voltage
controlled mixer amplifier
1/t << BW of fast varying components in ref. channel
is satisfied.
The AGC loop prevents saturation in the system and
affects the gain of the correlators.
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With decreasing SNR in the reference channel the gain
of the correlator will also decrease, yielding a longer
integration time in the servo loop and thereby offsetting
some of the performance degradation due to the decreased
SNR. It should also be noted that the decrease in the gain
of the correlators at very low SNR is of such magnitude
(see Figure 2 5) that for proper operation the servo gain
has to be increased and thereby offsetting the advantage
of automatically increasing the servo loop time constant.
D. THE RMS ANGLE TRACKING ERROR DUE TO NOISE
The general expression for the RMS angle tracking error
for the correlation polarimeter due to noise considering
the inner loop only using no hardlimiter in the reference
channel has been derived by Ohlson and Zimmermann [11,9]
and is given by
9 2 N W
at. = V-^ ( 2 Nv w„ + *> < 77 >
K <s r n
where
N = one-sided noise spectral density in error
channel
2
/ |F(f) | df
W = 5 , (78)
S |F(0)| 2
= single sided noise bandwidth of servo system
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F(f) = closed loop transfer function of servo
loop





where * indicates complex conjugate
S (f) = signal power spectral density
s
N = noise spectral power density in reference
channel










Assume |H(f ) | = 1, then
00





I = / |H(f)
|
2




1- RMS Angle Tracking Error Degradation due to Use of






The servo loop is actually a third order system,
put is very closely approximated by a second order system







C = damping ratio
a) = natural frequency
ind its low pass-single-sided noise bandwidth w is defined
is in (78) .
Following similar arguments as in the derivation of
he system rms tracking error for the coherent polarimeter
y Ohlson et. al. [5] we determined the system SNR at the
utput of the phase detector of the inner loop.
Elliptic and misalignment errors have little effect
n the system rms tracking error and will be ignored [5].
he output of the phase detector, v(t) is representable
n the form [5,9,11]
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v(t) = S(8) + n' (t) (84)
where
S(6) = E[v. (t)/6].
1
Under the assumption that we track well we can
approximate S(8) by the slope of the error curve at 6 =
















= g 6 + n' (t)
^o
(87)
We now construct a similar model for the system
noise as done by Ohlson et. al . [5]. The system noise model
used is represented in Figure 14. The diagram represents







Figure 14 SYSTEM NOISE MODEL
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8 is the polarizer angle
6
g
is the angle of polarization of the
received signal.
The assumption sin 9 ~ 8 is needed to make a linearized
analysis possible.
To find the rms angle error we assume that 9
s
constant. We see that we can move the entry point of n'(t)
back to the first summing node where the power spectral
density of n 1 (t) is attenuated by 1/g . The attenuated




Since the servo noise bandwidth is small, the noise power
spectral density seen by the system is well expressed by















(0) = zero frequency input noise power
spectral density to servo amplifier.
288) is an equivalent form of a as derived by Ohlson [11]
nd Zimmermann [9],
To calculate the effect on the rms error due to the
ddition of the hard limiter in the reference channel we




















= RMS angle error using no hard limiter
M
2
a Q = RMS angle error using hard limiter ineHL reference channel
S (0) = zero frequency noise spectral density at
H input to servo loop using no hard limiter
in the reference channel
Sv (0)
= as above, but using hard limiter in
HL reference channel
g = as defined in (86) using no hard limiter
H in reference channel
g = as defined in (86) using hard limiter in
HL reference channel.
As seen from (89) we only need to find the zero frequency
noise power spectral density at the output of the phase
detector and the slope of the system S-curve at 6 = for
the determination of the performance degradation due to the
use of the hard limiter.
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The inner loop models used for the calculations are
shown in Figures 15 and 16. The calculation is based on the
assumption that the system is tracking well assuming 0-0
and therefore cos 0-1, sin 0=0. The effect of the
linearly polarized noise on the rms angle error is assumed
negligible due to the generally small amount of linearly
polarized noise received.








s(t), n. (t) and n~ (t) are independent zero mean Gaussian
processes, being the filtered versions of the received
processes at the input to the hard limiter in the reference
channel and to the phase detector in the error channel
respectively. The autocorrelation functions are denoted





Due to the processes being uncorrelated we have
R^t) = R U) + R„ (t)
r s n.




Now consider the version with the hard limiter in the
reference channel. From Thomas [19 p. 284] we know that the
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KO ^ S(0 + n^t) e{t) = n2(t)
z(t)
Figure 15
(0 - *(0 + 0,(0
vHL(0








output autocorrelation function of the hard limiter is
given by
R (t) + R (t)
2 -I s n l
R (T) = % sin
x
{ i } . (92)
Z R(0) + R (0)
s n.
Since the processes are uncorrelated the output auto-









S„ (0) = / R(T)dx = / R (t) R„(x)dT (94)VHL -- V -00 n 2 z







S_. (0) = - f R (t) sin" 1 { 1 }dx.
VHL ^ -~ n 2 Re (0) + R (0)n
l (95)
The next step is to evaluate g . Here we need to consider
°HL
r(t) = s(t) cos 6 + n
1
(t)








n„ (t) are as defined above. Now
v
RL (t)
= e(t) sgn r(t) (97)
and therefore
E[vHL (t)/6] = ff x(sgny) fQ r (x,y,p) dx dy (98)CO '
where




of r(t) and e(t)
.
Since s(t), n, (t), n~ (t) are independent zero mean Gaussian






2 2 2„ 2
o = o cos + a.
r s 1









cjg = E[s 2 (t)] .
Je now go through calculations analogous to the derivation
)f the system S-curve for the inner loop but leaving out
:he polarized noise which is considered to be lumped into
:he noise n.. (t) in the reference and n
2
(t) in the error
hannel respectively.
In addition we neglect the influence of the AGC loop,
since it will have the same effect when using a hard limiter
.n the reference channel as when just using a pure multipli-
:ation scheme. We are only interested in the ratio of
2
e
—U— so the effect of AGC cancels out. Keeping in mind that
HL the process are zero mean Gaussian and calculating the
oint Gaussian probability density function f (x,y,p) one




md for tracking well we can linearize to
B[vHL (t)/6] =TU *_. 9 (102)
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Now let us consider the case for the pure multiplier where
r(t) and e(t) are directly fed to the correlator (Figure 14)
The system S-curve S„(6) is easily obtainedM
vM (t)
= [s(t) cos 6 + n
1
(t)][s(t) sin 6 + n
2
(t) ] . (104)
Keeping in mind that s(t), n, (t) and n
2
(t) are independent
and therefore uncorrelated zero mean Gaussian random processes
we obtain































r R (T) dT
J vM
(109)
Assuming that 6 is small gives as for the case using the
hard limiter in the reference channel
and





























Analogous to (93) we obtain





(108) and (111) into (89) we obtain
00
a 2 -L / R (T) [R_(T) + R„ (T)] dT
6M °S ~°° 2 1
°HL tl + -4) / R (t) sin 1 { i } di
a -»
n














7^~ " Z Rs (t) + Rn (t)
• (113)




-°° 2 s n l
It is unfortunate that (113) is in general not
solvable algebraically and numerical evaluation is necessary,
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Under the assumption of high Q filtering preceeding
the input to the hard limiter and correlator the auto-
correlation functions are [10,17,19]
and





c (t) + R (t)S n
l
R (0) + R^ (0)
s n.
= r (t) cos to t (114)
where
^(t) | < 1.
The above requires symmetrical spectra about to which is
reasonable in most applications.
The difficult part is the evaluation of the term
sin (r. (t) cos w t}.
1 o
We are only interested in the output of the hard limiter
at co . the so called first zonal output for the active
o
correlation in the phase detector.
Going through calculations similar to those of
Springett and Simon [21] and finding a closed form we
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obtain, analogous to Davenport and Root's (8-132) [17]
,
for the first zonal output of the hard limiter
fi
E(r. (x) - (1 - rhx)) K(r. (t))
r (x) = JL. [ ± ± ± ] COS 0) T (115)
1 iT r,(T) °
where
E(x) = complete elliptic integral of the
second kind
K(x) = complete elliptic integral of the
first kind.
From (115) we also have





1 ( T ))
=
-[ _ ] COSC0
o
T,
1st zone rl ^ T ' ... . c .(116)
Substituting (114) and (116) into (113) , using only the













, 9 E(r. (T))-(l-r?( T ))K(r 1 (t))







cos x = j + j cos 2x
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O* A « E(r. (x)) - (1 - r^(T))K(r,(T))
°HL i / r 9 (x) [ ± ± i ] dx77
-«>
*
r, ( T )
(118)
This represents the general expression for the performance
degradation of the system due to the use of the hard
limiter in the reference channel.
a. Algebraic Solution - Special Case 1
To get an algebraic answer to (118) we assume
the following: The system is tracking well, only the
reference channel receives a signal component (0 = 0).
The received linearly polarized noise is small and considered
lumped into the respective total noise in the channels. Both
channels are dominated by unpolarized noise and the space-
craft signal undergoes spectral broadening in the solar
corona [6], In addition we assume that the signal spectrum
is approximately white over the BW of the filters preceeding
the hard limiter and correlator.
Since the filtering in the correlation polarimeter
is well approximated by a single tuned RC filter the auto-
correlation functions at the output of these filters under the
previously stated assumptions are well approximated by
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R (t) = R (0) e" a|T| cos to t (119)
o o o
and therefore r2 (x) and r, (t) become







/ \ —a I t Ir
]L
(x) = e ' '
where r, (x) is the normalized input autocorrelation function
to the hard limiter.











—2- t — : (121)
9HL / (E(e ) - (1 - e ) K(e ) }dx
The integral in the numerator is readily evaluated to yield
l/2a. Call the integral in the denominator I and let
e = x, then I is
I = I / E(x) - (1 - x 2 ) K(x) dx (122)
a
x
which is readily found in Gradsteyn and Ryzhik [22, p. 627]
I i [2E(1) - 2E(0) + K(0)
]





Substituting the above results into (121) we obtain
2
G
7T- = 8(2 -\/l) = -°' 384 dB - (124)
9HL
b. Algebraic Solution - Special Case 2
Another algebraic solution for (113) is possible.
Assume n
2
(t) , n. (t) and s (t) to be Gaussian sinusoids with
autocorrelation functions






R (t) = a cos co t , ni-,n, n. o \J-^~>)
« i \ 2R (t) = a cos a) t
s s
respectively.






/ cos co t dx
-4- = -^ . (126)
6„ T / cos co t sin {cos co x} dxHL
_ O O
— CO
One immediately realizes that (126) is indeterminate.












TTT lim / cos to t sin (cos to x} dxHL T+°° -T ° °
Considering the term sin {cos oj x} in the integral of the




which describes a triangular wave with an amplitude of tt/2.
This triangular wave can be expressed by a Fourier series
[20]
4 °° (-I)**- 1 )/ 2
f (x) = - Z i-i^ cos co nx. (129)
n=l,3,5 n
Since R (x) is narrowband and we follow the output of the
n
2
correlator by a low pass filter only the first harmonic
affects the result and we can write
4





Oq lim / cos co x dx
-$- - T~ -T t (131)
o 4
6„ T lim / cos co x{—cos co x}dx
"J"
_ _ O TT O
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J = -1.05 dB. (132)
The results (132) and (124) for these special cases indicate
that the performance degradation due to the use of the hard
limiter in the reference channel is on the order of and
likely below 1.05 dB. The degradation in performance can
well be considered compensated for by the replacement of
the pure multipliers with phase detectors having much smaller
drift problems. The use of the phase detectors reduces
the dc tracking offset drift considerably compared to the
previously used multipliers as correlators [9]
.
2. The Influence of the Outer Loop on the RMS Angle Error
All calculations done for the inner loop apply with
some additional considerations for the outer loop. The
inner and the outer loop are only different in their pre-
detection bandwidth. In addition the gain of the outer
loop is different to the one in the inner loop. The gain
factor is
1/2
G = <B /* )
Since the phase detectors are followed by the same low
pass filter beeing narrower in bandwidth than their pre-










where a Q = rms angle tracking error due to the inner loop
only.
For the present correlation polarimeter
G <_ 0.2
From the above discussion it is clear that the
contribution of the outer loop on the rms angle tracking
error is small and can be neglected for all practical
purposes. In addition the outer loop will only be used when
there is evidence of polarized noise being received, which
will cause a tracking offset.
3. The AGC Loop and Its Effect on the RMS Angle Error
The system rms angle tracking error is basically a
function of the signal to noise ratio. Under the assumption
that the AGC loop does nothing else but keep the total
power input to the correlation polarimeter constant, the AGC
loop can be modeled as a linear gain in front of the correla-
tion polarimeter. A linear gain does not change the SNR and
therefore the influence on the system rms angle error is
negligible, provided that the inverse time constant of the
AGC loop is much smaller than the bandwidth of the fast
varying signal component (see Ohlson [18]). In our case this
condition is fulfilled as explained in Section IV. C.
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E. THEORETICAL PERFORMANCE COMPARISON OF THE CORRELATION
POLARIMETER AND THE COHERENT POLARIMETER
A comparison of the theoretical performance of the
correlation polarimeter with the coherent polarimeter has
been made by Ohlson [11] and Zimmerman [9]
.
A special case assuming real filter response and a filter
gain of unity allows a comparison of the system rms angle
tracking error, when neglecting the effect of the hard
limiter in the reference channel. Zimmerman [9] and Ohlson
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Bessel functions of imaginary arguments.
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In Figure 17, FD and F' are plotted vs SNR in the
reference channel. It has to be pointed out that the PLL
of the coherent polarimeter does not stay in lock for SNR's
below dB. The curve for F' is therefore very optimistic
at SNR's below dB.
The performance degradation factor for the correlation
polarimeter using the hard limiter in the reference channel
has been estimated in Section IV.D.l to be about 1 dB and
is indicated by the dashed curve.
It should be noted that the theoretical correlation
polarimeter performance at low SNR's is superior to the
coherent polarimeter, even neglecting the loss of lock
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Figure 17 THE REFERENCE CHANNEL DEGRADATION FACTOR
FOR THE CORRELATION AND COHERENT POLARIMETER
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V. CORRELATION POLARIMETER FOR THE NASA/JPL -
DEEP SPACE MARS STATION
A. SYSTEM DEVELOPMENT
After the idea of the system had been tested by the use
of a working model by Zimmermann [9] , the first version of
the chassis was built. Zimmermann did some initial testing.
Very soon it was found that the original design exhibited a
number of problems. The main problems were an excessive
crosstalk between the reference and error channels (less
than 30 dB channel separation) and excessive drift problems
in the analog multipliers used as correlators. To track out
the varying doppler of the spacecraft an automatic frequency
control (AFC) loop was implemented. It was impossible to
obtain the desired performance of the AFC loop using an
offset single tuned filter followed by a linear detector
and bias circuit to derive the AFC error voltage. Due to
the use of the selectable BPF's at the fourth I.F. the slope
of the AFC curve changed with the switching of the selectable
BPF's. The rest frequency for the loop also changed with
selection of different BPF's. Due to these problems at low
SNR's no frequency lock was possible. These problems
resulted in major changes of the correlation polarimeter.
To eliminate the crosstalk the reference and error channel
BPF's at the third IF were separated (previously on one
circuit board) . This did not result in satisfactory
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reduction of the crosstalk levels. It was found that most
of the crosstalk resulted from poor isolation of the power
supplies between reference and error channel.
Phase detectors driven by hard limiters in the
reference channel were used in place of the multipliers to
overcome the dc drift problems. Even though the dc drift
problems could be eliminated an increase in the reference
to error channel crosstalk was observed.
The final solution to the crosstalk problem was a total
separation (by filtering with pi networks) of the power
supplies for the error and reference channel as well as for
the hard limiters. The final crosstalk was measured to be
-60 dB from error to reference channel and -54 dB from
reference to error channel.
A solution for the problem with the AFC circuit was
beyond practical limits. Due to the possibility of using
a computer tuned synthesizer which could be programmed to
follow the doppler characteristic of the spacecraft exactly,
the AFC circuit was no longer needed. The doppler predictions
for spacecrafts are accurate within less than 1 Hz at 2.3 GHz
except for a possible offset and the slow spacecraft
oscillator drift. With this change, the requirements for
the installation of the correlation polarimeter in the
NASA/JPL Deep Space Mars Station (DSS-14) also changed. The




1. The Correlation Polarimeter Chassis
a. The Inner Loop
A functional block diagram of the correlation
polarimeter is shown in Figure 18. The 9.995 MC L.O. as
well as the -3 dB power splitter and the phase shifter on
top of the page are external to the correlation polarimeter
main chassis. The phase shifter is needed to phase up the
reference and error channel signals at the IF frequency of
250 Hz.
The reference and error channel signals at 10 MC
are mixed with the external L.O. to give an IF of 5 KC. The
indicated lowpass filters at the output of mixers 2 and 3
are needed to block feedthrough of 10 MC and L.O. components
and to properly terminate the mixer outputs for high
frequency components. The signals at 5 KC are then amplified
and passed through 2 50 Hz wide stagger tuned bandpass
filters. In the following mixers A and B with the 47 50 Hz
L.O. the last IF of 250 Hz is generated. The signals are
amplified and then passed through selectable bandpass
filters. The bandwidth is selected fitting the spectral
width of the signals as recorded with a spectrum analyzer.
The output of the BPF * s is fed through additional amplifier
stages and a hard limiter in the reference channel to the
phase detector of the inner loop which fulfills the function
of the correlator. The output of the phase detector is low-
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b. The Outer Loop
The outer loop is, as described in Section IV. B. 2,
a wideband loop which is used to cancel out tracking bias
effects due to received linearly polarized noise. Since
there are basically no bandpass filters in the correlation
polarimeter chassis for the outer loop, the bandwidth is
determined by the bandwidth preceding the correlation
polarimeter chassis. The reference and error signal of the
outer loop are taken off from the output of the lowpass
filters after the first mixers. The center frequency of
these signals is 5 KC.
The reference channel signal is amplified and
passed through the hard limiter, driving the reference for
the outer loop phase detector. The error channel signal
is amplified and then in the phase detector of the outer
loop correlated against the reference channel signal. The
output of the phase detector after lowpass filtering and
adjustable gain is subtracted from the inner loop output if
needed to cancel polarization offsets due to polarized noise.
On the front panel a switch is located which connects the
outer loop to the subtractor. To be able to counteract
any dc drift problems in the outer loop dc amplifiers a dc
zero offset potentiometer was installed on the front panel.
c. The Servo Amplifier
The output of the subtractor is fed to the servo
amplifier where, the servo error voltage is amplified to be
equivalent to the servo error voltage of the coherent
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polarimeter phase detector. This voltage is for an equivalent
polarizer angle of 45° with respect to a test signal +3 volts.
In addition, remaining dc offsets in the amplifiers can be
balanced out by the use of a dc offset potentiometer on the
front panel. The outer loop and the servo zero offsets are
zeroed during the precalibration before each day's spacecraft
track. The gain of the amplifiers is also set during
precalibration.
d. The AGC Circuit
The AGC circuit has been designed to replace the
normal AGC detector of the coherent polarimeter. The AGC
circuit in the correlation polarimeter is only a part of the
AGC loop of the receiver. The difference is in the fact that
the correlation polarimeter AGC detector is working on the
total power received and passed through the BPF ' s at the
250 Hz IF. The detector is realized by a simple diode
detector followed by a lowpass filter. An amplifier with
variable gain follows, allowing the adjustment of the
correlation polarimeter dynamic AGC corresponding to dynamic
AGC of the coherent phase detector used for the phase locked
loop receivers at the Deep Space Network Mars Station.
e. The Automatic Frequency Control Circuit (AFC)
As already mentioned in Section V.A. the AFC
circuit is no longer needed and is presently disabled. The
problems encountered by using a single lowpass filter on its




The combination of the different BPF character-
istics at the 250 Hz IF and the lowpass characteristic of
the AFC filter changes the rest point of the AFC output
voltage and the slope of the AFC voltage curve resulting in
frequency drift at low SNR's. This drift caused the fourth
IF to drift out of the passband of the filters, and therefore
making the correlation polarimeter inoperative. All these
problems resulted in the decision to utilize an existing
computer driven emphemeris tuned oscillator (ETO) [6] to
generate a stable IF frequency.
2 . The Correlation Polarimeter System
at NASA/JPL Mars Statio"n
The correlation polarimeter has been installed at
the NASA/JPL Mars Station. It was desirable to use as many
components of the existing receiver system as possible.
In addition normal station operation could not be affected
by the installed system. These requirements were met and
the installation of the correlation polarimeter was done in
April 1975.
In addition the two open loop receivers existing at
the tracking station were modified and their 10 MC IF outputs
connected to the computer software spectrum analyzer to allow
determination of frequency offsets and observation of the
spacecraft carrier spectrum. The ETO was connected to
receiver 1 and the two open loop receivers to function as
tuned local oscillator, tracking out the spacecraft doppler
and thereby generating a frequency stable 50 MC first IF.
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A simplified system configuration for the correlation
polarimeter is shown in Figure 19. The reference and error
channel signals as derived in the SPD cone polarizer assembly
(see Section II. A) are amplified in the two S-band kryogenic
masers in the antenna. The first IF of 50 MC is also
generated in the structure beneath the cones in the antenna.
The local oscillator utilized in the coherent mode is the
receiver VCO incorporated in the receiver PLL. The VCO
frequency is passed through a frequency multiplier chain
(X 96) and then used in the S-band mixer to generate the
first IF of 50 MC. The 50 MC IF is amplified and from the
antenna through coaxial hardlines connected to the nearby
control building. Here the remaining components of the
receiver are located. For the correlation polarimeter the
VCO is replaced by the emphemeris tuned oscillator (also
called PLO for programmed local oscillator)
.
The 50 MC IF then is amplified by the gain controlled
IF amplifier combined with the second mixer. The local
oscillator frequency for the second mixer is 60 MC, derived
from the station reference frequency of 10 MC . For the
correlation polarimeter system these reference and error
channel 10 MC IF's are split off the normal receiver IF
amplifier chain, bandpass filtered and amplified and fed
to the input of the correlation polarimeter. In the
correlation polarimeter the 10 MC IF's are converted to the





































After amplification and bandpass filtering the third
IF is converted to the fourth IF of 250 Hz center frequency
and finally the polarization servo error voltage is derived.
(For details see Section V.A.)
The dynamic AGC voltage derived at the fourth IF in
the correlation polarimeter chassis replaces the coherent
dynamic AGC voltage and is fed to the receiver AGC amplifier
filter, finally controlling the gain of the 50 MC IF
amplifiers in front of the second mixers in the reference
and error channel, respectively. The dynamic AGC voltage
of the correlation polarimeter is adjusted to result in
equivalent AGC voltage to the coherent AGC.
The external local oscillator set at 9.995 MC
nominally for the correlation polarimeter mixes with the
incoming 10 MC IF to generate the third IF of 5 KC center
frequency. It is realized by a HP 5100 B frequency synthesizer
The synthesizer output is amplified, split and fed to the
correlation polarimeter chassis, providing the L.O. for the
reference channel mixer directly and through a phase shifter
for the error channel. The phase shifter is used to obtain
phase coherence of the reference and error channel to allow
proper derivation of the servo error voltage at the inner
and outer loop phase detectors.
The correlation polarimeter error voltage is fed
to the polarizer electronics controlling the position of
the half wave plate in the SPD cone assembly.
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Figure 20 shows a block diagram of the system as
it is installed in the staion control room. The implementa-
tion with the use of switch boxes, switching of normal
receiver AGC to correlation polarimeter AGC operation,
coherent to correlation polarimeter servo error voltage and
selection of either VCO or ETO drive for the local oscillator
multiplier chain resulted in the possibility of nearly
instantaneous change between the coherent and correlation
polarimeter configurations. In addition, by selecting
different switch combinations the possibility of hybrid mode
operation exists. For example, the servo error voltage or
the dynamic AGC voltage can be derived from the correlation
polarimeter while the receiver still uses the VCO and operates
in a phase locked mode.
As soon as the ETO is selected the dynamic AGC and the
servo error voltage must be derived in the correlation
polarimeter since the normal receiver does not have the needed
phased reference for the receiver AGC and servo detector.
The hybrid mode described above is therefore only of
interest for testing purposes. During precalibration the
correlation polarimeter AGC voltage is used and set to be
equal to the normal receiver AGC voltage for equal input
signal levels.
In addition to the equipment indicated in Figure 20,
a low frequency spectrum analyzer HP 3580 A and a frequency
counter HP 5302 A were installed in the control room near
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Figure 21 RACK LOCATION OF CORRELATION POLARIMETER
CHASSIS AND ADDITIONAL INSTRUMENTATION
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Figure 22 shows the correlation polarimeter and the spectrum
analyzer as installed at NASA/JPL Mars Station.
The spectrum analyzer is used to insure that the
reference and error channel signals at the inputs to the
BPF's at the 250 Hz IF are actually centered at the 250 Hz
IF. Small offsets can be corrected by selecting a slightly
different L.O. frequency at the third L.O. driving the input
mixers in the correlation polarimeter. Larger frequency
offsets (over about 50 Hz) should be corrected by offsetting
the emphemeris tuned oscillator.
The counter is only used to check the accuracy of the
above described spectrum analyzer. It is connected to the
sweep oscillator output of the spectrum analyzer and allows
constant monitoring of the instantaneous frequency displayed.
For more detailed information on the correlation
polarimeter including wiring and circuit diagrams refer to
the appendices.
For frequency acquisition and determination of the
spectral width of the received signal and to confirm that
the polarizer is properly tracking the open loop receivers
in conjunction with a two channel computer controlled spectrum
analyzer were used. The basic description of this instrumenta-
tion follows.
3 . The Open Loop Receivers and the Computer
Software Spectrum Analyzer as Use d in
Connection with the Correlation Polarimeter
To determine the spacecraft frequency for proper ETO
operation and to determine the spacecraft's spectral
104

Figure 22 THE CORRELATION POLARIMETER AS INSTALLED
AT THE NASA/JPL MARS STATION
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characteristic for optimum operation of the correlation
polarimeter the already existing open loop receivers and
the computer software spectrum analyzer at the Mars Tracking
Station were utilized. The correct frequency determination
of the spacecraft signal is necessary to obtain an IF
frequency within the pass band of the narrowest bandwidth
used in the system. Even though there exist predicts
which are based on doppler characteristics, a drift of the
spacecraft oscillator, in particular of the Helios 1 space-
craft of about +16 Hz/day was observed. In the coherent
mode of operation, meaning the spacecraft oscillator is
locked to the uplink frequency, total offsets of less than
±10 Hz were observed. The determination of the signal
spectrum is of importance too, since the selection of the
proper bandwidth in the correlation polarimeter determines
the performance characteristic. If a bandwidth wider than
the signal spectrum is selected the SNR will be less than
optimum. A selection of a bandwidth which does not pass all
the signal power also results in less than optimum
performance [11]
.
In addition by monitoring the spectrum of the
reference and error channel simultaneously the proper
operation of the polarizer can be checked. When the polarizer
tracks well no signal component should be found in the error
channel, provided no ellipticity component is generated in
the solar corona. So far [1,6] including the first occultation
of the Helios spacecraft no evidence of an ellipticity
component has been found.
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The open loop receivers are connected to the
reference and error channel masers. The S-band inputs are
mixed with the L.O. frequency provided by the ETO and the
X 96 multiplier chains in the same way as for the regular
receivers (block III)
.
The 50 MC IF is then amplified and amplitude adjusted
in a manual gain control (MGC) mode and mixed with 6 KC
to provide the 10 MC second IF. The 10 MC IF then is
amplified and passes through coaxial hard lines connected
to the input of the computer software spectrum analyzer,
located in the pedestal control room of the antenna, here
the spectrum is measured, averaged and displayed.
Due to the low SNR encountered during solar
occultations and the spectral broadening effects in the
solar corona an averaging of 1 to 2 minutes per displayed
set of spectra (reference and error channel) had to be used.
Even during the periods of high SNR's the spectra have to
be taken using the open loop receivers with the ETO providing
the L.O. drive since the phase-locked-loop receivers would
track out most of the phase modulation, causing part of the
spectral broadening.
Also an AGC mode operation would result in partially
tracking out of the varying amplitude components in the
spectrum.
The additional work needed to modify and set up this
equipment contributed significantly to the successful
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operation of the correlation polarimeter at the NASA/JPL
Mars Station. A block diagram of the open loop receiver
configuration is shown in Figure 23. For simplicity only
one frequency multiplier chain is shown, but each channel
has its own frequency multiplier chain driven by the same
emphemeris tuned oscillator.
C. SYSTEM PERFORMANCE TESTS
The correlation polarimeter chassis has been laboratory
tested and after the installation at the NASA/JPL Deep Space
Network Mars Station (DSS-14) high noise tests were
performed. In particular, polarization acquisition and
tracking test comparisons were made to the regular coherent
polarimeter. All tests were successful and indicated a clear
polarization tracking improvement. More detailed information
will be given in the next subsections.
1. Laboratory Test Results
The laboratory tests mainly were performed to test
every single circuit with respect to its performance, to
determine saturation levels, and test the overall performance
of the correlation polarimeter chassis in open loop fashion.
The noise bandwidth of the BPF needed for calculation of
the gain factor for the outer loop were determined. The
change of the slope of the system S-curve with decreasing
SNR was measured and agreement with the theory was found.
During testing no Gaussian signal was available.
The use of a sinusoidal signal with added noise generated
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Figure 23 BLOCK DIAGRAM OF OPEN LOOP RECEIVER CONFIGURATION
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a. Sinusoidal Test Signal Plus Noise
in the AGC Loop
Let us explore the effect of the sinusoidal
signal on the AGC circuit first. Figure 24 shows a model
of the AGC loop as used for the following calculations.
The AGC circuit is operating with a linear
detector and therefore the statement that it keeps the total
power constant is not correct if a sinusoidal signal plus
noise is used. The linear detector will keep the envelope
constant. In particular the output of a linear detector
driven by a constant envelope sinusoidal signal is
VAVC
= kVT S (138)
9
where k = gain of linear detector
and if driven by noise alone as given by Davenport and




Assuming that the AGC loop was calibrated with a strong
sinusoidal signal (essentially infinite SNR) to give a power
level of P , at the input to the linear detector, then at
ca-L
low SNR's we obtain a different power level because the
statistics of the input are different. The AGC loop will














Figure 24 AGC LOOP MODEL FOR CALCULATION OF




using (138) and (139) we obtain for the limit of very low
SNR operation
2 P




= ip = P
n tt cal TOT
(140)
This indicates that in the low SNR condition the total power
P at the input to the AGC detector is increased by
i = 1.05 dB
ir
This increase has been observed during tests and has been
considered in the signal level calculations for high noise.
The derived change of the total power in the
correlation polariraeter of about 1 dB depending on the
input SNR has been disregarded in the measurement of the
dependence of the system S-curve on the input SNR to the
phase detector board of the inner loop.
b. The System S-Curve Dependence on the SNR
The change of the system S-curve with varying
SNR was explored. Again a sinusoidal test signal with added
noise was used. The AGC action was simulated by keeping the
AGC detector voltage constant while changing the SNR at the
output of the BPF's at the 250 Hz IF.
The system calibration normally takes place at an
equivalent polarizer angle of 45° with respect to the incoming
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test signal, yielding a servo error voltage of +3 volts.
For this reason the test was conducted injecting equal
signals into error and reference channel and adding inde-
pendent noise. Polarized noise could not be realistically
simulated in the laboratory and its effect on the system
S-curve could not be laboratory tested.
Neglecting the 1 dB increase in total power due
to the AGC action on sinusoidal signal plus noise, and
assuming that the AGC keeps the total power constant we




f 2 2 2cos 6 + a *s nr
(141)
e(t) = k' S(t) sin
v
2 2 2






o cos d + c
s n
r
is the term resulting from the AGC action.
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Due to the hard limiter the amplitude information
in the reference channel is lost. Using the result for the
output of a hard limiter from Viterbi [10, pp. 40-42], we
obtain at the output of the hard limiter
z(t) = 5ii2 (142)
V H 1/y SNRINcos 2
with j < u < 2 and u = J for low SNR
y = 2 for high SNR
2
and SNR___ = SNR_._cos 6 is the SNR in the referenceREF IN
channel at the equivalent polarizer angle. SNR is defined
as the SNR in the reference channel at 6 = 0°.
The servo dc output voltage is calculated to be
k 1 a sin
E[v(t)/6] -




v1 +l/y SNR cos
2
0-\/l + —T-V SNR cos 6
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where K = k'o and during precalibration it is set to
K = +3 V at 6 = 45°
for very high SNR (test signal)
.
The theoretical curve for different SNR's for
this point (6 = 45° , K = +3 V in (143)) was calculated using
(143) . With the aid of an Kronhite low pass filter the
servo error voltage was taken for different SNR's using the
125 Hz and the 5 Hz wide BPF's. Essential agreement with




at 9 = 45° is 3 dB larger
than at 6 = 0°, we have the following approximate relation
between the value of the error curve at 5 = 45° and the
slope at = 0° neglecting the factor y.
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Figure 25 PLOT OF SERVO ERROR VOLTAGE AT



















This indicates that for very low SNR's the slope of the error
curve at 6=0° is about 3 dB larger than at 6 = 45°. We
are mainly interested in the slope of the error curve for
polarization error angles near 0° (the trackpoint should
be at an error angle of 0°)
.
As a result of the decrease in the error voltage
with decreasing SNR the servo gain was set to have a gain
margin of about 9. In addition additional R-C filtering
was provided (switches on front panel) to insure that at
high servo gain setting no saturation due to noise would
occur.
c. Additional Laboratory Test Results
Besides the test described in the previous
section other measurements on the correlation polarimeter
were made. The 3 dB as well as the equivalent noise
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were made. The results are given in Table 5 (Appendix B.I.).
The cross talk levels at the input to the phase
detector board of the inner loop were measured.
The channel separation was found to be -54 dB
from reference to error channel and -60 dB from error to
reference channel respectively.
Tests over long periods of time and transients
in the power supply revealed an instability of the outer
loop phase detector, leading to the use of a different phase
detector circuit, which eliminated the instability.
First laboratory tests with added noise indicated
a dc offset at the output of the inner loop phase detector.
The problem was traced to overloading of the hard limiter
circuit by the phase detector. As a result a transistor
driver after the hard limiter was introduced and its bias
resistors were adjusted to give no dc offsets under any
noise condition.
The saturation levels in the stages of the
reference and error channels in the correlation polarimeter
were determined and as a result the final calculation of the
levels was performed for test signal and high noise operation.
The final level settings as well as the saturation levels
and other laboratory test results are given in Appendix B.
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The gains were set up according to the test
signal level calculation and then the high noise case was
simulated. The measurement of the levels under high noise
conditions agreed within ±10% of the calculated levels.
The bandwidths of all amplifiers were determined
to be much wider than the filter BW's used. Therefore the
filtering in the correlation polarimeter is solely determined
by the bandpass filters.
2. High Noise Test Results at the NASA/JPL Deep Space
Network Mars Station
The correlation polarimeter was installed at the
NASA/JPL Mars Station on April 6 and 7 , 1975. The signal
levels were adjusted according to the calculations based
on the saturation levels and bandwidths of the components
used. The open loop receivers were connected to the computer
software spectrum analyzer in the pedestal and the signal
levels were set accordingly.
After the installation of the above system tests
were done to verify the predicted operational advantage
of the correlation polarimeter over the coherent polarimeter.
After verification of proper operation of the correlation
polarimeter a servo error voltage curve without noise (servo
voltage vs polarization error angle) of the correlation
polarimeter and of the coherent polarimeter was taken. These
curves are given in Figure 26. It will be noted that the














































































The probes injecting a test signal are mounted to
give a linearly polarized signal corresponding to a 90°
polarizer angle. In addition on Figure 26 it will be noted
that at 0° and 180° polarizer angle the correlation polarimeter
is unable to reach the error voltage of the coherent polarimeter
of -20 volts. The correlation polarimeter uses operational
amplifiers to obtain the servo error voltage levels desired.
The maximum output voltage obtainable from these operational
amplifiers is about ±12 volts.
Tracking should take place around the zero error
voltage point and the difference in the two curves at large
polarization angle errors does not degrade the tracking
performance of the correlation polarimeter.
As next step tests using Cygnus A as a noise source
were performed. The antenna was pointed at Cygnus A re-
sulting in a system noise temperature of up to 590° K. A
test signal was injected at the probes and its amplitude
was set to give different signal-to-noise-ratios at the
input to the correlation polarimeter and therefore to the
phase detectors in the correlation polarimeter. A spot
check of the value of the error voltage at an equivalent
polarization angle error of 45° at a SNR of dB at the
input to the inner loop phase detector revealed a servo
error voltage of 1.07 volts which agrees well with the
laboratory test giving 1 volt for the same equivalent
polarization angle error. The next test consisted of snap-on
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tests at high system noise temperatures injecting a test
signal into the probes and using Cygnus A as a noise source.
It was found that the coherent polarimeter, even
using a narrow loop bandwidth, could not lock on to a test
signal of -162 dBm while the system noise temperature was
590° K. The correlation polarimeter did clearly track,
using a 50 Hz predetection bandwidth at the 250 Hz IF, and
was able to snap-on from 45° off the normal polarizer
position with respect to the test signal. The coherent
polarimeter did barely track at a signal level of about
-158 dBm at the same system noise temperature of 590° K.
Considering in addition that the narrow loop BW
(12 Hz) used with the coherent polarimeter has to be compared
to about 50 Hz with the correlation polarimeter a clear
improvement of about 10 dB by the use of the correlation
polarimeter results. At that time no further tests could
be made since the antenna was scheduled for other users.
During the Faraday rotation measurement two other
tests of the correlation polarimeter using the sun as noise
source were made. The test signal used in the first tests
was set to be -14 8 dBm and the system-noise temperature was
varied by pointing the antenna off and on the sun. The
medium polarizer servo bandwidth was selected. The polarizer
was slewed off 20° from its normal position of 90° and then
the polarization tracking loop was closed for the measurement,
The receiver AGC BW selected was medium, the BW in the
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correlation polarimeter was set at 25 Hz. The results
are given in Table 1.
The time constant as given is measured to 63% of
the final value. Values for the overshoot are not given
since the large tracking jitter in these high noise tests
makes a determination of the overshoot impossible. The
peak to peak fluctuations around the track point 6a
fl
were
estimated and are given in the table also.
These tests even though not very extensive, indicate
a clear advantage of the correlation polarimeter over the
coherent polarimeter.
On April 26 1975 another opportunity for testing of
the correlation polarimeter was obtained. Again the sun
was used as a noise source. At this time the antenna was
pointed directly onto the face of the sun, resulting in a
system noise temperature of 10 300 °K. The test signal
injected into the probes had an equivalent strength of the
power level predicted for the Helios space craft at this
time, of -144 dBm. Snap-on tests from 45° off normal polarizer
alignment with the probe signal were performed. The corre-
lation polarimeter was able to perform well under the above
conditions. The normal PLL receivers were not able to lock
on the signal and coherent polarization tracking was not
possible. The outer loop of the correlation polarimeter was
switched in and out and no tracking offsets with or without




Correlation Polarimeter Tests on April 19, 1975
Test signal level = -148 dBm
Correlation Polarimeter BW = 25 Hz
Receiver AGC BW = Medium
Polarizer BW = Medium
Polarizer slewed off by 20°
Test 1
System Temperature = 1000° K




Duration of the test 1.2 minutes
Test 2
System Temperature = 4000° K
t = 13 sec Track point =88°
6Cq could not be determined. (Fluctuation around track
point could not be observed long enough.)
Coherent receiver could not lock onto signal
Coherent polarimeter would not work
Duration of test ca. 1.5 minutes
Test 3
System Temperature = 8000° K
x = 23 sec Track point = 91°
6a = 10°
Duration of test ca. 2.5 minutes
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that time did not emit any polarized noise at S-band. The
results of the tests on April 26, 1975 are given in Table 2.
The test results of April 19 and April 26 have been
used in connection with the equation for the rms tracking
error for the correlation polarimeter to compare the
experimentally obtained rms tracking error with the
theoretical values. Using equation (133) with (135)
neglecting that the test signal is not Gaussian and neglecting
the effect of the hard limiter the calculated rms tracking
error for the tests is tabulated in Table 3. The overshoot
needed for determination of the second order servo loop
bandwidth could not be determined. Therefore the servo loop
was approximated by a first order system. This approximation
is already incorporated in equation (133)
.
The results show reasonable agreement between the
observed and the calculated rms tracking error. The observed
rms error especially on April 26, 1975, are in general
considered too optimistic since not enough time could be
spent to observe the fluctuations of the polarization angle
around the track point. The observations showed general
agreement with the theory, however.
It would have been desirable to perform more tests
and to be able to observe the rms tracking error in closed
loop fashion for longer periods of time but it is felt that
the above described test results show an agreement of the
general performance with the basic theory of the correlation




Correlation Polarimeter Tests on April 26, 1975
System Temperature = 10 300° K
Test signal = -144 dBm
AGC BW = narrow
Test 1
Polarization servo BW = high, duration of Test 1.7 minutes
Correlation polarimeter BW = 25 Hz
snap on from 45°




Polarization servo BW = high, duration of test 1.1 minutes
Correlation polarimeter BW = 25 Hz
snap on from 135°






Polarization servo BW = Medium, duration of test 5.7 minutes
Correlation polarimeter BW = 25 Hz
snap on from 45°
t = 32 sec
Trackpoint =91°




Correlation Polarimeter Tests on April 26, 1975
Test 4
Polarization servo BW = High, duration of test 3.3 minutes
Correlation polarimeter BW = 125 Hz
Snap on from 4 5°








Comparison of Observed and Calculated Tracking
RMS Error for Tests on April 19 and 26, 1975

































polarimeter over the coherent polarimeter is apparent.
Especially it was shown that the correlation polarimeter
could track when the PLL had lost lock and made coherent
polarization tracking impossible. The correlation polarimeter




VI. FARADAY ROTATION MEASUREMENTS
OF THE SOLAR CORONA
The installation of the correlation polarimeter at the
NASA/JPL Deep Space Network Mars Station (DSS-14) in the
early part of April 1975 made it available for the Faraday
rotation measurement for the Helios 1 solar occultations
.
In particular the correlation polarimeter was used during
the entry portion of the solar occultation of Helios 1.
In the next subsections the equations explaining Faraday
rotation in the solar corona and information regarding the
Helios 1 spacecraft are given. In the last section the
actual measurement is described and the results obtained are
presented.
A. BASIC RELATIONS GOVERNING FARADAY ROTATION
IN THE SOLAR CORONA
The basic characteristics of the solar corona are described
in the literature [1,3,4,12,13,14,15], The solar corona
consists of the region of the solar atmosphere which extends
beyond the chromosphere. This region stretches out into the
interplanetary region. The region of interest for Faraday
rotation experiments reaches out to about 12 solar radii from
the center of the sun. Electrons and protons with thermal
energies on the order of 10 deg K, approximating a pure
plasma are found in this region. Even though the density
varies with respect to time and location, a static density
for the "quiet" sun can be represented by an Allen-Baumbach
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model with radial dependence [1] . This model is based on
photometry observations of the brightness of the K corona
during an eclipse. The equatorial electron density radial
3distribution was given (in electrons/m ) by
14 2 99 1 55
N = 1Q X *(±^2- + i-ii-±) (147)
where R is in solar radii. This electron density in
connection with the solar magnetic field forms a magnetized
plasma. Linearly polarized electromagnetic waves, as for
example the signal emitted from the Helios 1 spacecraft,
undergo a rotation of the polarization plane (Faraday
rotation)
.
In Figure 27 the spacecraft signal as it traverses the
solar corona and typical magnetic field lines of the sun
are indicated. The magnetic field emanating from the sun
is basically radial to distances of about two solar radii
from the center of the sun. A spiral effect dominates at
larger distances. The Archimedes spiral of the magnetic
field lines is caused by the solar wind emanating from the
rotating sun, dragging along the magnetic lines of flux [1]
.















Figure 27 SIGNAL GEOMETRIC RAY PATH
IN THE SOLAR CORONA
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where B = radial component of solar magnetic field, G.
B. = azimuthal component of solar magnetic field, G.
B = magnetic field on sun surface, G.
o
R = distance from center of the sun, solar radii,
co = rotation rate of sun rad/sec.
v = velocity of solar wind, m/sec.
r radius of sun, m
The solar magnetic field in connection with the electron
density along the signal ray path cause the Faraday rotation
The basic equation governing the effect of Faraday rotation
has been well treated in the literature [24,25]. Stelzried
[1] applied the theory to the solar corona and his results
are stated below.
The contribution of the longitudinal component of the
solar magnetic field (longitudinal to ray path) is
QT L
Q = -=£. f N(s) BL (s) ds (149)
f s
where





L = unit scaling factor (L = 6.9598x10 if R in
solar radii)
f = signal frequency in Hz
3N = electron density in electrons/m
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B_ = longitudinal component of the magnetic field
in G
ds = increment of ray path in the corona.
The contribution of the transverse component of the
magnetic field in degrees is
nT
- -ij- / N(s) B (s) ds (150)
f s
where
QT = 1.896205 x 10
8
BT = transverse magnetic field component in G
ft = Faraday rotation in degrees due to transverse
component of magnetic field
Stelzried [1] did a Faraday rotation experiment using
the linearly polarized signal of the Pioneer 6 spacecraft
in 1968. Applying the Parker model for the solar magnetic
field in conjunction with magnetometer data supplied by the
Mt. Palomar observatory and measurement data obtained for
the solar magnetic field from the Explorer 33 spacecraft to
these Faraday rotation data resulted in a modified Allen-
Baumbach electron density for the solar corona [1,3]. This
modified density is given by






R in solar radii.
He was only able to measure to a signal ray path offset
of about four solar radii. Further data tracking was not
possible since the coherent polarimeter could not stay in
lock at a system noise temperature of about 3 00° K and a
received spacecraft signal strength of about -163 dBm.
The Faraday rotation measurement using the Helios 1
spacecraft yielded results to much smaller ray path offsets.
The reasons are twofold. The received power was about 19 dB
higher than during the previous experiments. This higher
power resulted from the use of the high power transmitter
in connection with the high gain antenna on the spacecraft.
In addition the sun's cycle is presently at its minimum and
thereby effectively reducing the system noise temperature
at equivalent ray path offsets.
In the next section the spacecraft Helios 1 used for the
present Faraday rotation measurement is described.
B. THE HELIOS 1 SPACECRAFT
1. Helios 1 - Mission Description
The "Helios" program consisting of two spacecraft
missions Helios 1 and Helios 2 is the largest joint space




The Federal Republic of Germany was responsible for
the development and construction of the spacecraft and for
seven of the onboard experiments. The United States supplies
three more onboard experiments, provides the launch vehicle
and launches the vehicle into the solar orbit. The United
States will also use the Deep Space Network stations 26 and
64 m antennas at Goldstone, California for telemetry
reception and command links to the spacecrafts. The 100
meter radiotelescope in Effelsberg, Germany, will also be
used for telemetry reception from the spacecraft. A further
important contribution of the United States toward a
successful space mission is the technical advice and training
given to German personnel.
The main mission goal is to further scientific
knowledge of the interplanetary region between sun and earth,
especially between the sun and the planet Venus. The main
experiments will explore the acceleration mechanism of the
solar wind, and make magnetic and electric field, and cosmic
ray and cosmic particle measurements in that region. In
addition to these onboard experiments there will be several
ground-based experiments. One of these is concerned with
celestial mechanics using range and doppler data to further
refine the knowledge of the properties and constants of the
solar system and to provide another test of Einstein's
theory of relativity. The other main ground-based experiment
is the Faraday rotation measurement. This experiment besides
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some others (i.e. , transmission delay through solar corona)
will provide additional data about the characteristics of
the solar corona.
The launch of "Helios 1", the first mission, was
originally set for June 1974 but then due to technical
difficulties and modifications of the spacecraft delayed
to December 10, 1974.
2 . Description of the Spacecraft
The spacecraft Helios has the appearance of a large
spool. The conical sections of the spacecraft body are
50% covered with solar cells and the remainder with second
surface (i.e., front surface) mirrors. These mirrors reflect
excess solar energy from the conical surfaces. The conical
sections reflect unwanted solar energy and at the same time
provide a reasonable angle of incidence between the sun rays
and the solar cells.
The cylindrical section of the spacecraft contains
most of the experiment packages and electronics. The
magnetometer experiments are located on foldable transverse
booms which are mounted on the central body as are the long
experiment antennas. Only the openings for the experiments
break through the insulating shell of the central body. The
spacecraft is shown in Figure 28 [26] . The spacecraft is
spin stabilized at a spacecraft body spin rate of 60 rpm.
The spin axis is oriented normally to the plane of the












the ecliptic. This orientation provides illumination of
the solar cells and positions the spacecraft's antennas
such that their patterns will intercept the earth throughout
the trajectory of the spacecraft.
3. Spacecraft Antennas
There are three antenna systems mounted on the
spacecraft.
1. A two-antenna quasi-omnidirectional system ("low gain"
antenna)
.
2. A "medium gain" antenna system whose "pancake" pattern
lies in the plane of the ecliptic.
3. A "high gain" or "spot beam" antenna that is
mechanically pointed at the earth throughout the
spacecraft's heliocentric orbit.
The omnidirectional antenna is used during the period
from shroud ejection following launch up through the
orientation maneuver that positions the spin axis normal to
the plane of the ecliptic.
The "medium gain" antenna is located above the high
gain antenna but below the low gain antenna on the antenna
mast. It consists of a single longitudinal helix antenna
which will direct its maximum radiation in all directions
within the plane of the ecliptic after the orientation of
the spin axis normal to the plane of the ecliptic. The
pattern is about 15° wide in the direction perpendicular to
the ecliptic and has a downlink gain of 8 dB. The prior
knowledge of this pattern enables the final positioning of
the spacecraft spin axis toward the pole of the ecliptic.
The "medium gain" antenna is connected through a diplexer
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to the second transponder aboard the spacecraft. The second
transponder is shared by the "medium" and the "high" gain
antenna. The medium gain antenna will mainly be used as
the receiving antenna during the heliocentric orbit.
The Helios spacecraft "high gain" or "spot beam"
antenna is the main transmitting antenna during the helio-
centric orbit. Its cylindrical, parabolically shaped
reflector is mechanically despun to counter the spacecraft's
body spin rate of 60 rpm. The spin angular velocity and
phase angle with respect to the sun are constantly monitored
and so adjusted by ground control that the antenna beam
points toward the earth. The high gain antenna beam is
linearly polarized (vertical to plane of ecliptic) with a
beamwidth of 5 1/2 degrees within the plane of the ecliptic
and 14 degrees normal to the plane of the ecliptic. The
downlink gain of this antenna is 23 dB . This antenna is
mainly used for the transmission of high rate telemetry from
the spacecraft to the earth. The linearly polarized carrier
signal from the high gain antenna is also used to carry out
the Faraday rotation measurement in the solar corona. During
the main phase of the mission the two 20 watt traveling wave
tube amplifiers will be used for the transmission of the
signals. The carrier frequency is 2297.592593 MHz [27].





























4. Helios 1 - Orbit
The Helios 1 spacecraft has an orbit which is within
the plane of the ecliptic. In Figure 30 the projection of
the orbit in the plane of the ecliptic relative to a fixed
earth sun line is given. The orbit is heliocentric and its
first perihelion of 0.3 AU constituted the closest approach
of a man made object to the sun so far. As can be seen the
period of revolution is about 190 days. The orbit of the
spacecraft as needed for calculations of the ray path offset
for the Faraday rotation experiment is fairly accurately
known.
Pointing and doppler information obtained by the DSN
(Deep Space Network) tracking stations are used for orbit
determination. Right ascension and decliniticn are computed
from the JPL SPACE computer program [29] . A correction to
the calculated right ascension and declination is periodically
obtained from antenna boresight and spacecraft doppler data.
The JPL SPACE program also is used to provide the parameters
for the doppler predictions as used with the emphemeris
tuned oscillator.
The ray path offset during the first occultation
entry is calculated from data obtained from the JPL SPACE
program. A plot of the sun-earth-probe-angle for this
period is given in Figure 31. It should be noted that Helios
1 is not occulted by the chromosphere during the first
occultation. Also the first occultation is very suitable for
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are rather slow compared to Pioneer 6 in 1968 or compared
to the second Helios occultation. The actual Faraday
rotation measurement during the first occultation (entry)
is described in the following section.
Table 4 gives a summary of facts regarding the
Helios 1 spacecraft.
C. THE FARADAY ROTATION MEASUREMENT DURING THE FIRST
SOLAR OCCULTATION (ENTRY) OF THE HELIOS 1 SPACECRAFT
During the period of April 18 to May 1, 1975 the Faraday
rotation measurement on the Helios 1 spacecraft was carried
out. The correlation polarimeter as well as the coherent
polar imeter were used for data taking. The data taken with
the two polarimeters showed remarkable agreement up to
including April 29 at a sun earth probe angle of about
0.6 degrees. No tracking offsets between the two polarimeter
schemes could be found. Also the tracking jitter of the two
schemes was observed to be about equal, although it appeared
that tracking with the correlation polarimeter resulted in
slightly less jitter at higher system noise temperatures.
Exact evaluation will only be possible after the polarization
data as taken by a digital recording unit will be processed.
It is anticipated that final data will not be available for
several months. Up to April 29 no evidence of polarized






Experiments flown on board Helios 1
a) Supplied by United States
Fluxgate magnetometer (3)
Plasma and radiowaves experiment (5)
Cosmic ray experiment (7)
b) Supplied by Germany
Plasma experiment (1)
Fluxgate magnetometer (2)
Search coil magnetometer (4)
Cosmic ray experiment (6)
Electron detector (8)
Zodiac light photometer (9)
Micrometeorid analyzer (10)
Celestial mechanics experiment (11)
Numbers in parentheses give official experiment number





















On April 20, 1975 it was observed that the polarization
tracking system phasing had changed just before the track
of Helios 1. A recalibration was not possible. The post-
calibration revealed a phasing error of about 56° between
the reference and error channel, resulting in a measurement
offset of -5°. The data were corrected by adding +5° to
the measured rotation angle. The problem of this phasing
error had occurred previously and could not be traced.
Additional antenna time was obtained for the night following
the track on April 20. The problem was traced to be caused
by a defective coaxial hardline leading from the antenna-
dish to the receiver in the control building. The movement
of the antenna apparently changed by stretching or bending
the dielectric characteristics of the cable. The cable was
replaced with a spare cable already existing and no further
problems of this nature were observed.
During April 26 and 27 a gain instability of the
reference channel maser was observed. Checks of the system
before and after track revealed no phasing errors and it is
assumed that the maser gain instability did not affect the
quality of the polarization data.
On April 29, 1975 the system noise temperature had
increased to about 210° K and the spacecraft carrier spectrum
had broadened due to the effect of the solar corona to about
50 Hz in noncoherent mode, (noncoherent mode -spacecraft
oscillator free running) and about 65 Hz in the coherent
mode (coherent mode - spacecraft oscillator locked to uplink
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frequency) . It should be noted that at the beginning of
the entry the spectral width was about 1 Hz. See Figure 32.
Under these conditions the PLL in the coherent polarimeter
started to lose lock, but only for short durations. Tracking
was still possible and switching between the coherent and
the correlation polarimeter resulted in no tracking offsets.
No evidence of polarized noise entering the receivers was
found.
On April 30 it was found that both polarimeters were
unable to track the spacecraft. The system noise temperature
reached about 590° K and the signal spectrum had widened
again to about 80 Hz. The noncoherent doppler rate showed
a sudden change from about +16 Hz/day to more than about
-50 Hz/day. In addition it was determined that the major
antenna side lobes at the sun-earth-probe angle of less than
0.6 degree were sweeping over the surface of the sun, causing
the high system noise temperature and in addition polarizing
over 10% of the received noise.
The coherent polarimeter PLL could not lock up to the
signal at all and tracking therefore was impossible. Attempts
with the correlation polarimeter revealed that it tracked the
major axis of the polarized noise. Even the use of the outer
loop did not result in the ability to track the signal.
Using the outer loop to cancel out the effect due to the
polarized noise resulted in random drift of the polarizer.
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Figure 32 3 dB SPECTRAL BANDWIDTH OF HELIOS








channels indicated in addition an independence of the signal
spectrum amplitude on the polarizer position. It appeared
that both channels showed for any polarizer angle the same
signal spectrum.
On May 1 a new attempt was made to track the polarization
of Helios 1 now even closer to the sun. The results were as
on April 30, 1975. Now the amount of polarized noise
generated by the antenna major side lobes "seeing" the sun
was more than 20% of the total received noise, as determined
by rotation of the polarizer while monitoring the noise
temperature strip chart. The noncoherent doppler shift had
dropped by another 60 to 80 Hz and the noncoherent signal
spectrum was about 150 to 160 Hz wide, showing another
significant increase in spectral broadening. Again the
amplitudes of the spectra in the reference and error channel
showed no detectable dependence on the polarizer position.
The coherent polarimeter as well as the correlation polarimeter
again were not able to track the spacecraft.
Preliminary data were obtained by continuous observation
and manual recording of the polarizer angle. In addition
analog recorders were used. Only the manually recorded data
are presently available.
The preliminary Faraday rotation data are given in
Figure 33. The polarity change of the Faraday rotation is
believed to have been caused by a change of the magnetic










































Figure 33 POLARIZATION ANGLE WITH RESPECT TO PLANE OF
ECLIPTIC VS DOY (Prepublication data provided
by California Institute of Technology)
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that different magnetic field sectors of the sun due to
the sun's rotation were affecting the Faraday rotation
during the data taking. Later data evaluation in connection
with magnetic field data for the sun in this period may give
a final explanation for this previously unobserved effect.
The steep increase in the curve leaves an ambiguity in the
actual rotation angle.
It is anticipated that polarizer boresight data from
other DSN stations might fill in the gaps, resolving the 180°
ambiguity. The data is presented in the most likely estimated
form, based on the slope of the obtained points during each
track.
In Figure 3 4 the maximum system noise temperature as
observed in the period from April 18 to May 1 (DOY 108-121)
is plotted. The system noise temperature is measured with a
square law detector monitoring the total power in 50 MHz IF
of the reference channel. The 50 Mc IF bandwidth is several
megaherz and therefore the square law detector is dominated
by the system noise.
Figure 3 5 shows a plot of the noncoherent doppler error
of the received spacecraft signal. The noncoherent doppler
was measured by observation of the receiver VCO frequency
and comparison with the predicted VCO frequency. In addition
the ETO offset needed to obtain the center of the spacecraft
spectrum at 10 MC gave an indication of the doppler error.
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Figure 3 5 NONCOHERENT SPACECRAFT DOPPLER ERROR VS DOY
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both observations gave the same doppler error. On DOY 120
and 121 the receiver could not lock on to the signal and
only the information from the spectrum analyzer was available.
Due to the spectral broadening as given in Figure 32 exact
determination of the center of the spectrum was not possible.
D. SOLAR CORONA MEASUREMENTS ON MAY 13, 1975
On May 13, 1975 during the first occultation exit of
Helios 1 an attempt to start polarization tracking was made.
The sun-earth-probe angle was about 0.6°. It was observed
that the receivers maintained solid lock. Still, polarization
tracking was not possible, even at system noise temperatures
as low as 220° K and a received signal strength of about
-160 dBm. The spacecraft signal spectrum was observed to be
about 100 to 120 Hz wide. To find an explanation for the
observed facts the reference and error channel spectra were
taken.
Prior to the data taking the open loop receivers and the
spectrum analyzer were calibrated to give equal spectra for
equal power in the channels. The software computer spectrum
analyzer automatically scales both channels by the same scale
factor after calculating a set of spectra. If no additional
command is entered by the operator the error channel has a
larger gain of about 8 (right shift 3) above the reference
spectrum. During pre-calibration additional attenuation in




Spectra in both channels were taken at fixed polarizer
angles in steps of 30° from 0° to 180°. No difference
(resolution ±1 dB) in the amplitude of the reference and
error channel spectra could be found at any polarizer angle.
The receiver in lock indication also was the same for all
polarizer positions. A recording with the polarizer in
right and left circular polarizer mode showed again equal
power for both modes. In addition no ellipticity component
on the ellipticity strip chart recorder could be found at
any time. After these tests the polarizer was put into the
autotrack mode. It was observed that tracking for short
intermittent periods of up to about 10 minutes/hour was
possible.
The polarizer was periodically slewed off its apparent
trackpoint and in most instances no snap-on to the previous
angle occurred. In many instances even slewing the polarizer
off by 90° resulted in no return to the original value. The
polarizer just jittered around the new position. During all
this time the receivers were in solid lock and polarization
tracking should have been possible. The polarized noise as
generated by the antenna was observed to be about 17% of
the total noise.
These results explain why the correlation polarimeter as
well as the coherent polarimeter could not track on April 30
and Kay 1. The tests indicate that at least a large portion
of the received signal was not polarized in one plane of
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polarization. The equal power in the spectra for both
circular polarization modes and the missing indication of
any ellipticity indicate that the received signal is neither
circularly nor elliptically polarized. The partial tracking
ability indicates that at least a portion of the received
signal is linearly polarized at definite angles for short
durations. The major portion of the signal might be
depolarized or linearly polarized with fast varying random
orientation. Without further evaluation of the digitally
recorded data no firmer conclusions can be reached on the
effects of the solar corona on the signal during the tracking




The development of the correlation polarimeter for the
NASA/JPL Deep Space Mars Station provides the station with
extended polarization tracking capability to at least 10 dB
lower SNR's than previously possible. Actual tests on
April 7 , 19 and 26, 1975 as described in Section V.C.2
show a clear advantage over the coherent polarimeter. All
tests done on the correlation polarimeter in the laboratory
as well as in the actual system showed general agreement
with the theory. The correlation polarimeter in addition
provided an alternative way for the data taking during the
Faraday rotation measurement described in Section VI.
C
thereby improving the confidence in the obtained data.
The impossibility of extending the tracking capability
for the first Helios 1 occultation is seen in an apparent
fast varying random orientation of the plane of polarization
or depolarization of the signal. This effect has never been
explored prior to the track on May 13, 1975. It is also
possible that the Faraday rotation rate increased beyond the
capabilities of the tracking system being even large enough
not to be detectable on the spectrum analyzer. In addition
the sudden change of the noncoherent spacecraft doppler error
rate may indicate strong, so far unexplainable , effects. At
this time it is not assumed likely that the drift of the
spacecraft oscillator underwent such an abrupt change. A
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better indication for solar effects would have been a sudden
change in the coherent doppler error of the spacecraft.
However, the coherent doppler error could not be observed on
April 30 and May 1.
Future measurements will hopefully resolve the phenomena
encountered at signal ray path offsets at sun-earth-probe-
angles of less than 0.6° for the low activity portion of the
11 year solar cycle as presently encountered.
In addition, the observation of large amounts of polarized
noise apparently generated by the antenna side lobes seeing
the sun has not been observed previously and its magnitude
(over 20%) exceeded all expectations.
The polarizing effect of the antenna is believed to be
occurring when the antenna main lobe is still away from the
sun, but the major side lobes which are less than 30 dB
smaller are "seeing" the sun. Further tests would have to
be performed to give a definite answer.
It is felt that for a weaker spacecraft signal the
correlation polarimeter would have replaced the coherent
polarimeter much before the encountered cutoff point in this
experiment. The correlation polarimeter in particular was
designed for spacecraft signals at least 15 to 16 dB weaker
than encountered with Helios 1. Even up to the last few
weeks before the experiment it was expected that about a
15 dB weaker signal would be received from Helios 1. The
high gain antenna showed surface breakdown phenomena affecting
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VIII. SUGGESTIONS FOR FUTURE WORK
The suggestions regarding a possible building of a
second correlation polarimeter are as follows. To reduce
the possibility of the encountered crosstalk problems the
error and reference channels should be built entirely
separately in two different sections of the chassis. Each
channel as well as the dc amplifiers and additional components
should have separate power supplies. Great care should be
taken in shielding and ground point selection. Available
standard power supplies should be used to insure better
reliability and regulation. A sixth BPF of about 250 Hz BW
at the 250 Hz IF spare position in the reference and error
channel should be added to enable tracking at large spectral
broadening effects as encountered with Helios 1. To counter-
act the effects of the polarized noise better, a wider
predetection BW (now 2.2 KC) in front of the correlation
polarimeter for the outer loop should be used. It is
expected that a BW of about 6 KC might be sufficient. Due to
the decision to use the correlation polarimeter in the AGC
mode the need for the use of the hard limiters and phase
detectors is no longer necessary. The AGC operation will
always provide a high drive for the inner and outer loops.
The use of standard multipliers in place of the phase
detectors with hard limiters might be feasible once more.
The elimination of the hard limiters would als decrease the
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dependence of the system S-curve on the SNR, resulting in an
increased error curve slope at lower SNR's than now exists.
The AFC circuit should be omitted or a much more costly and
complicated AFC circuit should be built. The present
circuit is not operational and is not used as explained in
Section V.B.l.d.
At the present time no suggestion for further
instrumentation at the NASA/JPL Mars Station is given. It
is felt that the effects observed on April 30, May 1 and
May 13 need further exploration. The later evaluation of
the digitally recorded, more extensive data might suggest
additional tests necessitating more elaborate instrumentation




THE CORRELATION POLAR IMETER CHASSIS
The correlation polarimeter chassis is documented in
this appendix. The function and location of all adjustable
components as well as the circuit and wiring diagrams are
given. The front panel components and the rear panel
connectors are listed.
No referral to Zimmermann [9] for diagrams should be
made. Nearly all of the circuits have been changed. All
documentation of the correlation polarimeter is presented
here
.
1. LISTING - FRONT PANEL COMPONENTS
AND REAR PANEL CONNECTORS
Figure 36 shows a picture of the front panel of the
correlation polarimeter. The components are from top to
bottom and left to right
- Power switch
- the switches and potentiometers for gain adjustment
and the selection of amplifier stages in both channels
- the potentiometers to set the gain of the outer loop
amplifier, the AGC amplifier and of the servo amplifier
- the control potentiometer for AFC gain and AFC
reference voltage and the switch to reset the integrator
of the AFC circuit (AFC circuit is not used and not






























- the panel meter
- the selector switches for the band pass filter in
reference and error channel
- the switch to connect different subsystems to the panel
meter
- the range select switch for the panel meter
- the potentiometer to zero the servo amplifier and two
switches to select additional RC filtering for the
servo amplifier
- the potentiometer to zero the outer loop amplifier and
the switch to enable or disable the outer loop
- and all the BNC connectors for monitoring purposes.
The rear panel connectors are given 'from left to right
(rear view)
- J 1 Reference channel input (TNC)
- J 2 error channel input (TNC)
- J 3 reference channel local oscillator input (TNC)
- J 4 error channel local oscillator input (TNC)
- AFC output (TNC)
- J 5 AGC out (Bendix-PT 00A-8-45)
- J 6 servo out (Bendix - PT 02 E-8-45)
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2. LOCATION AND FUNCTION OF CIRCUIT BOARDS,
TRIMPOTENTIOMETERS AND TESTPOINTS
Figure 37 shows a top view into the correlation
polarimeter, clearly identifying the location of the
circuit boards. Figure 3 8 gives a bottom view showing the
internal wiring of the correlation polarimeter. In the
listings in connection with Figure 39 all adjustable
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Listing of Circuit Boards in the Correlation Polarimeter
Board Function
A Reference Channel 5 KC IF Amplifiers
B Error Channel 5 KC IF Amplifiers
C AFC Circuit
D AGC Circuit
E 5 KC IF Error Channel BPF
F 250 Hz Reference BPF's, BW = 5, 12.5, 25 Hz
G 250 Hz Reference BPF ' s , BW = 50, 125 Hz, Spare
H 250 Hz Error BPF ' s , BW = 5, 12.5, 25 Hz
I 250 Hz Error BPF ' s , BW = 50, 125 Hz, Spare
J Inner Loop Phasedetector
K Outer Loop Phasedetector
L Servo Output Amplifier,
Outer Loop Output Amplifier,
250 Hz IF Reference and Error Amplifiers
M 4750 Hz Local Oscillator Board








Listing of Potentiometers , Testpoints, and Switch On
Circuit Boards
Component
Board No. Value Function
C 9 10 K DC offset adjust of low pass
filter in AFC circuit
Adjsut of AFC threshold voltage
Polarity switch of AFC voltage
Output integrator No. 16 (AFC)
not used
DC offset adjust for integrator
stage, operational amplifier
740, No. 16
10 10 K DC offset adjust for summing
amplifier No. 10
11 10 K DC offset adjust for amplifier
No. 11




gain adjust for AFC input
18 10 K DC offset adjust last stage AGC
amplifier No. 18
DC offset adjust amplifier No. 19
DC offset adjust amplifier No. 20
DC offset adjust amplifier No. 21











Board No. Value Function
E TP 2 Output 5 KC Error channel BPF
F 23 20 K Frequency adjust for reference
channel BPF BW = 5 Hz
24 500 ft Input level adjust for reference
BPF BW = 5 Hz
25 20 K Frequency adjust for reference
channel BPF BW = 12.5 Hz
26 500 ft Input level adjust for reference
BPF BW = 12.5 Hz
27 20 K Frequency adjust of reference
BPF BW = 25 Hz
2 8 500 ft Input level adjust of reference
BPF BW - 25 Hz
G 29 20 K Frequency adjust of reference
BPF BW = 50 Hz
30 500 ft input level adjust of reference
BPF BW = 50 Hz
31 20 K Frequency adjust of reference
BPF BW = 125 Hz
32 500 ft input level adjust of reference
BPF BW = 125 Hz
33 20 K Frequency adjust of reference
BPF spare





Board No. Value Function
H 35 20 K Frequency adjust of error
BPF BW = 5 Hz
36 500 ft Input level adjust of error BPF
BW = 5 Hz
37 20 K Frequency adjust of error
BPF BW = 12.5 Hz
38 500 ft Input level adjust of error
BPF BW = 12.5 Hz
39 20 K Frequency adjust of error
BPF BW = 25 Hz
40 500 ft Input level adjust of error
BPF BW = 25 Hz
I 41 20 K Frequency adjust of error BPF
BW = 50 Hz
42 500 ft Input level adjust of error
BPF BW = 50 Hz
43 20 K Frequency adjust of error BPF
BW = 125 Hz
44 500 ft Input level adjust of error
BPF BW = 125 Hz
45 20 K Frequency adjust of error BPF
spare





Board No. Valise Function
J 48 10 K DC offset for summing amplifier
No. 48
49 50 K Input level adjust of error signal
to input amplifier No. 4 7 of
inner loop phase detector
47 10 K DC offset for error channel input
amplifier to phase detector No. 4 7
50 10 K DC offset for error channel
monitor amplifier No. 50
100 10 K DC offset for RC filter amplifier
No. 100
51 10 K DC offset for reference channel
monitor amplifier No. 51
TP 3 Output of phase detector before
RC filtering
52 50 K Input level adjust for reference
channel input to hard limiter of
inner loop
PD IK Balance setting for phase detector
53 10 K DC offset adjust of hard limiter
No. 53
K 59 10 K DC offset adjust for outer loop
hard limiter No. 59
57 10 K DC offset adjust for reference
monitor amplifier No. 57
60 10 K DC offset adjust for input




Board No. Value Function
K 101 10 K DC offset adjust of RC filter
amplifier No. 101
TP 4 Output of phase detector before
RC filtering
56 10 K DC offset adjust for error channel
monitor amplifier No. 56
55 50 K error channel input level adjust
54 10 K DC offset adjust for error channel
input amplifier No. 54
L 61 10 K DC offset adjust for outer loop
amplifier No. 61
62 IK input level adjust to 250 Hz
reference IF amplifier
63 IK Input level adjust to 2 50 Hz
error IF amplifier
64 10 K DC offset to servo output amplifier
No. 64
M 72 100 Adjust of center frequency of BPF
in the 4750 L.O. output
73 50 K Gain adjust of the BPF in the
4750 Hz L.O. output
N TP 5 Output of 5 KC reference channel BPF
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3. CORRELATION POLARIMETER - CIRCUIT DIAGRAMS
In this section all circuit diagrams as of May 1975 are
given. The operational amplifiers are numbered on the
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Figure 4 5 REFERENCE BPF •
S








































































































Figure 47 ERROR BPF '
s
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Figure 53 a) OUTER LOOP AMPLIFIER, BOARD L
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19, BOARDS: J, K
(HARD LIMITERS)
B 7 BOARDS: B, E, H, I, J, K, L
(ERROR CH COMPONENTS)
1, 22, A, Z, ALL BOARDS




20, X, ALL BOARDS
Figure 60 POWER SUPPLY, CONTINUATION
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4. CORRELATION POLARIMETER WIRING DIAGRAMS
\
In the next pages all wiring diagrams as of May 1975
of the Correlation Polarimeter chassis are given.
198
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Figure 66 AGC WIRING
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Figure 68 REFERENCE CHANNEL BPF ' s AT 250 HZ IF
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Figure 69 REFERENCE CHANNEL BPF ' s AT 2 50 HZ IF























Figure 70 ERROR CHANNEL BPF ' s AT 2 50 HZ IF












































Figure 71 ERROR CHANNEL BPF's AT 250 HZ IF






































- J, SPARE (REF)
-® ERR IN, FRNT












































































































































L, MIXER A (REF)







































































L — 6, LO
R 7, BPF 250 Hz, REF
1 9, AMP OUT
MIXER 2






R 8 BFF 250 Hz, ERR
1 12 AMP OUT
MIXER 3
M6E






REF, LP FILTER BOX
OUT
WIPER 1, REF AMP
6, OUTER LOOP
I, MIXER 3
ERR, LP FILTER BOX
WIPER 1, ERR AMP
13, OUTER LOOP


























4, K-O OUTER LOOP OUT
4, J-O INNER LOOP OUT
18, C-O AFC OUT
8,L-0 SERVO OUT
2, D -O AGC OUT
+5 -O +5V PS
-15 -O -15V PS
Figure 79 PANEL METER WIRING




1. CORRELATION POLARIMETER CHASSIS - SATURATION LEVELS,
BANDWIDTHS AND TIME CONSTANTS
Saturation in the correlation polarimeter is determined
mainly by the mixers at the front end having a 1 dB
compression point of -4 dBm with an equivalent input level
of +8 dBm.
The maximum linear sinusoidal voltage out of the 5 KC
IF amplifiers was found to be 8 . 5 V . The saturationc rms
of the 5 KC IF bandpass filter, the second mixers (A,B) and
the amplifier at the 250 Hz IF were lumped together and it
was found that the maximum linear voltage out was 7.8 V
at the output of the amplifiers (adjusted to unity gain)
.
The 1 dB compression point of the inner loop was found
to be at 3 V at the input to the phase detector. The
rms c e
outer loop 1 dB compression point was adjusted to be equivalent
to the 1 dB compression point of the front end mixers.
The 3 dB points of two stages of the amplifiers at 5 KC
IF as used in the operational system were determined to be
300 Hz and 42 KC , clearly wider than the BW of 2 KC at the
input to the correlation polarimeter.
The bandwidths of the active filters used in the correlation
polarimeter were measured and are tabulated in Table 5. The
time constants for the inner as well as outer loop outputs




Filter Bandwidths in Correlation Polarimeter
Filters at 5 KC IF








Filters at 250 Hz IF
Nominal Filter BW Reference Channel Error Channel





















Additional filtering for the servo amplifier with time
constants of 0.5 and 1.2 sec. is selectable (switches on
front panel)
.
The time constant of the AGC detector circuit was
determined to be T = 0.01 sec.
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2. CORRELATION POLARIMETER CHASSIS - TEST SIGNAL
AND HIGH NOISE LEVELS
On the basis of the obtained saturation levels, test
signal level settings and high noise levels were calculated.
The results are given in Figure 80, Figure 81 and Figure 82.
It should be noted that the case where the smallest BW at the
input to the AGC detector is selected, results in highest
noise levels prior to the narrow bandwidth. The AGC loop
only acts on a small portion of the total noise reaching
the input and therefore does not compress the gain as much as
for the case of selection of a wider bandwidth. The calcula-
tions for high noise level are therefore based on the


























HIGH NOISE CONDITION: AGC DRIVEN BY OUTPUT OF 5 Hz
BW FILTER AND NO SIGNAL PRESENT
* 1 dB UP DUE TO LINEAR AGC DETECTOR


















TEST SIGNAL HIGH NOISE

















































9 * 45 VPEAK
1.26 VDC
1.26 VDC
1 . 26 VDC
0.5 VDC
1.0 VDC





LEVEL CALCULATION FOR RECEIVER 1 BLOCK III
AT THE NASA/JPL DEEP SPACE NETWORK MARS STATION
The levels in the receiver for high noise of 1000° K
and a received power of -163 dBm were calculated and it
was insured that no saturation in AGC mode operation would
occur. The basis for the calculation was the specifications
as obtained from the Vellum file at JPL. In the schematic
block diagrams of the following pages the gains, 1 dB
compression points and bandwidths of the components are
given as well as the signal levels for the coherent operation
The noise levels for the design point of 1000° K system
temperature and theoretical coherent AGC are given also.
The use of the noncoherent AGC of the correlation
polarimeter actually will decrease the total power levels
since it is acting on signal plus noise. Therefore with the
correlation polarimeter the margin before saturation occurs
will be greater. If saturation at the 50 MC IF would occur,
prior to the AGC controlled amplifier a SNR degradation
of about 1 dB (hard limiter effect) would be expected, but
this is unlikely.
The documentation has been restricted to the parts of




"ZL BW = 55 KC
50/10 MIXER
G = +53 TO -57 dB
1 dB COMP PT = -7 dBm
BW = 10.4 MC
LEVELS GIVEN FOR 45° POLARIZER
POSITION. WHILE TRACKING LEVELS WILL



















G = +3 dB
1 dB COMP PT = +8 dBm












10 MC ANGLE CH
IF AMPLIFIER
G = +54 dB
1 dB COMP PT = +8 dBm
















10 MC ANGLE CH
IF AMPLIFIER
G = +54 dB-
1 dB COMP PT - +8 dBm







Figure 83 SIGNAL LEVELS IN REFERENCE CHANNEL OF
RCVR 1 BLOCK III AT DSS 14
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REF. 50 MC IF
50/10 MC MIXER
G = +53 TO -57 dB
1 dB COMP PT = -7 dBm




COHERENT OPERATION - POWER
LEVEL OF SIGNAL
POWER LEVEL AT 1000°K AND




PN = -16.2 dBm
10 MC IF DIST
AMPLIFIER
G = +15 dB
1 dB COMP PT = +5 dBm
BW = 11 MC
(9589) P$ =
-66 dBm
PN = -1.2 dBm
10 MC FILTER/
AMPLIFIER
G = -2 dB
1 dB COMP PT = +5 dBm
BW = 2200 Hz
(9592) P$ -
-68 dBm
PN = -40.5 dBm
10 MC IF
AMPLIFIER
G = +46 dB
1 dB COMP PT = +7 dBm
BW = 2 MC
(9557) P$ =
-22 dBm











PN = -16.2 dBm
V
10 MC ANGLE CH
IF AMPLIFIER
G = +54 dB
1 dB COMP PT = +8 dBm




PN = +1 dBm
TO REF. CH OF
CORR POL
Figure 84 SIGNAL LEVELS IN HOUR ANGLE CHANNEL





I. Correlation Polarimeter Calibrat ion Procedure
If no use of outer loop is required omit steps 9
,
17, 21, 22, 23, 24b.
1) Normal RCVR 1 polarization tracking calibration
2) Slew polarizer to 45 degrees
3) On RCVR 2 angle channel panel check with RF voltmeter
and note levels.
A) Phaseshifter (8A 109) output (should be +10 dBm to
+11 dBm)
,
(if not, check that HP 5100B synthesizer
in RCVR 3 8 rack is connected in back)
B) Output-REF ANGLE CHANNEL (8A 116)
C) Output ERROR ANGLE CHANNEL AMPLIFIER ( 8A 105)
(B and C should give -2 6 dBm to -29 dBm)
4) CP: Flip two upper REF and ERR channel gain switches
(20, 40 dB) up
5) CP: Put meter select switch to AGC Detector.
Adjust REF channel gain vernier on CP to obtain -1 V
on meter (adjusts proper gain of REF channel in CP)
6) Note 50 MC HA channel attenuator setting in RCVR 1,
set to Z , 70 dB
o
7) CP: Put METER SELECT TO INNER LOOP
Reading should be less than ± 5 mV (otherwise have to
adjust phase detector inner loop in CP box, POT:PD)
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8) CP: Put outer loop switch to OFF
9) CP: meter select switch to outer loop and with
outer loop zero vernier, zero meter
10) CP: meter select switch to "servo in", with servo
zero vernier adjust meter to zero
11) CP: turn meter range switch to 20 V range.
12) On rack 1946/RCV-6 receiver output meter select hour
angle receiver 1. Flip servo switch. up on receiver
1 angle channel panel.
13) Set RCVR 1 HA Attenuator to previously (in 6) noted
values
14) BORESIGHT Phaseshifter on RCVR 2 ANGLE CHANNEL panel
for maximum positive voltage on meter HA receiver out
15) CP: Put meter select switch to INNER loop, adjust
ERROR CHANNEL GAIN VERNIER to obtain 1.5 V on meter
(proper gain for error channel)
16) CP: Put Meter Select Switch to "Servo in". Adjust
Servo Gain to give 3 volts meter reading
17) CP : Put meter select switch to outer loop and
adjust outer loop gain to give meter reading according
to attached table, (values depending on BW used in
inner loop)
18) Set RCVR 1 50 MC HA attenuator to Z , 70 dB
o
19) Flip servo select switch on RCVR 1 HA panel up
20) Select HA on RCVR 1 voltmeter
Reading should be ± 3 mV if not, go to CP out meter
switch to SERVO IN and zero with servo zero vernier
on CP. Should read ± 3 mV on RCVR 1 HA
229

21) CP : Put meter select to outer loop and adjust outer
loop zero if necessary.
22) CP: Put meter select to servo and switch outer loop
switch up to SGN. Meter should stay within ± 3 mV
on CP and on HA RCVR 1 voltmeter. If not, switch
outer loop switch to GND. Check for servo zero than
meter select to outer loop, zero again and repeat
procedure in this number.
23) CP: Meter select to outer loop. Outer loop switch
to GND
24) Set 50 MC HA attenuator RCVR 1 to noted setting.
a) HA RCVR 1 voltmeter should read + 3 volts
b) CP meter should read values as from attached
table according to BW used. (See Appendix D.2.)
If either a) or b) or both don't give specified
values go back to 15 and repeat steps if necessary.
25) Select AGC RCVR 1 on RCVR 1 DVM. Note AGC voltage.
26) Select 25 Hz BW on CP and medium AGC BW on receiver 1
27) RCVR 1 panel: lift up AGC mode switch
28) CP: Put meter select switch to AGC
29) Adjust AGC gain on CP to obtain on RCVR 1 voltmeter
same AGC voltage as in 25.
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That completes the Correlation Polarimeter calibration
Note: Insure that for normal receiver operation the
servo, AGC mode switches are in normal (down)





REQUIRED GAIN SETTINGS FOR OUTER















Based on 1.5 V reading at a polarizer angle of 45° for inner
loop out and 2.2 KC noise BW of 10 MC IF filter amplifiers
in front of correlation polarimeter.
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3. Open Loop Receiver Calibration Procedure
1) Antenna at zenith, subreflector on SPD cone
Attention ; No Test Signal required
2) Make sure ETO is operating and connected to X3 in
both OLR's.
3) Adjust OLR 1 and OLR 2 MGC voltage to 2.2 5 volts.
4) Set OLR 1, OLR 2 attenuators to 20 dB (gives about
-8 dBm at pedestal, spectrum analysis) for 20° K
noise temperature and no signal.
5) Make sure both attenuators on amplifiers in R&D/DSN
interface rack in plenum are set to 11 dB (9 dB
power attenuators at output to hardlines)
.
6) a) Calculate in dB
Expected noise temperature _ ., .
20° K
b) Inquire expected spacecraft signal power Ps in
dBm to be received and calculate
152 - P
g
dBm = B [dB]
7) Increase the attenuator settings of OLR 1 and OLR 2
by the larger number of dB obtained in 6)




WIRING DIAGRAMS FOR THE CORRELATION POLARIMETER
INSTALLATION AT THE NASA/JPL DEEP SPACE NETWORK
MARS STATION
In the following figures the wiring diagrams for
additional components used with the installation are
given. The block diagram of the Correlation Polarimeter
with installation indications was already given in Figure 20.
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